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I. Topographies (Folds): Operative Topo-graphies/metries
as Operative Landscapes

Lastly, we want to identify as operative topographies, those 
spatial devices conceived as and from strategic movements of 
folding and refolding in the territory.
Movements that define grounds and reliefs of a nearly 
geographic nature, developed as operative landscapes: trays or 
projections that heighten their condition as elastic surfaces, 
whether they are understood as spread out surfaces (grounds, 
like dynamic platforms) or as extruded surfaces (reliefs as 
localized enclaves). 
In both cases, we are faced with the manipulation of virtual 
geographies, which refer to the topomorphic nature of open 
interstitial spaces and, lastly, to the ultimate definition of 
“landscape” as a physical setting and a relational environment: 
background, frame and construction at the same time;1 
Landscapes, then, within other landscapes. Lands in lands.
The conditions in which these operative topographies move are, 
mainly, those of surfaces that are “shaped” by bundles of 
multiple forces. It is interesting to highlight the fundamentally 
“superficial” dimension of these dispositifs, as a condition that is 
always present, beyond their possible degree of volumetric 
“emergence” or “eruption”.
This “inherent superficiality” – overlapped or extruded, extended 
or folded, sheared or curved – is what lets us associate these 
dispositions with surface typologies as opposed to volumes, 
referring to processes of folding and shearing which lie at the 
origin of the topographic reliefs and the effects of which, in 
nature, tend not to be isolated; rather, they are combined in the 
form of folds, faults, furrows, trenches, overlapping, coiling, etc.2 
The force of the work with the idea of landscape – which is 
explicit here – alludes to the transfer from a viewpoint that is 
obsessed with the relationship between architecture and the city 
(the city as a stable setting, resulting from the built environment) 

Aerial view of battlefield trenches during the first Gulf War (archive).
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to a different outlook, which is more attuned to a new contract with 
nature (an obviously epic nature that is cross-bred and wild, as 
opposed to domestic and bucolic).3

This allows, first off, for accepting and valuing the landscape based 
on its spatial quality tied in with the “superficial” condition of 
vacant space, of what is “absent”: large-scale surfaces, ground, 
the “horizontal” plane; but also textures, roughness, “folds”. 
Beyond this initial concern for working with an instrumental “open 
space-landscape” (voids, wastelands, peripheral residual spaces, 
semi-natural areas, etc.), it is also worth considering another type 
of interest with more unusual, less predictable, formalizing 
dynamics, which artificially integrate movements – or moments – 
from nature: in some cases “architecturalizing” the landscape 
(shaping, cutting away, folding, etc.), proposing new topological 
forms (reliefs, membranes, plateaus, folds, trays); and in others, 
“landscaping” (deforming, layering, refolding, wrapping, covering) 
architecture in an ambiguous synergy with the strange nature that 
surrounds it.
Land-Arch (architecture and landscape “coupled” together): a 
hybrid contract with nature between two categories which were 
unconnected for a long time.4

In the same was that the city “dissolved” the borders that 
separated it from the former extramural territories, architectural 
design could also blur its outlines into new “geographies of 
intersection and transition”.
Operative landscapes above host landscapes. 
Lands in lands, again.
First off, it would be an architecture of dense and overlapping 

surfaces: “ground above other ground”. 
Thick ground – “platforms”, “trays” or “plateaus”5 – above           
host grounds. 
Ground that is virtually dynamic above static ground.
But other, more hybrid, encounters between architecture and 
nature could also be proposed: those devices configured as 
reliefs, enclaves or projections – fields in fields – where strategic 
reliefs, irregular extrusions, the uninhibited play with a 
manipulated nature form localized operations based on “folds”  
or “reliefs”.6

Whether they are extruded reliefs – enclaves, projections – or as 
sheared ground – platforms, trays – in any case, these 
topographies define virtual “engravings” or “eruptions” on top of 
the terrain; mineral landscapes where movements and flows end 
up being articulated “below, or above, the plane” in carved or 
molded surfaces “from” the ground.

Whereas the notion of ground alludes to the system’s capacity 
for “expansion”, the concept of relief – as a topomorphic 
enclave – expresses its capacity for “contraction”.
The ground responds to a tendency toward “overlapping” 
or “disappearance”; reliefs tend toward “embedding” or 
“projecting”.
In any case, they are constructed geographies more than 
architectures. Geographies with the potential to propose a 
new abstract , which is natural and artificial at the same time.
Topologies – and topographies – as opposed to typologies.

10.2. Toyo Ito.“Der Vorhang des 21 Jahrhunderts,” the pressure of folds in the mountains (in 
Arch n° 119/120, 1994).
10.3. Dunes, plateaus, polders and mounds: levels of relief in a typical section of the Dutch 
landscape.
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II. Grounds: “Carpets of Uses”

We use the term ground – plateaux or platforms – to identify 
those spatial dispositifs that are conceived as “active surfaces”, 
intended to maximize their “spread out”, horizontal condition.
The direct work on “ground” is understood as working with a 
manipulated, “architecturalized”.7 
A shaped void, where the program is not developed based on 
the preferential configuration of the built volume in elevation – 
architecture as construction – but based on the re-structuring of 
the horizontal dimension. 
Ground, then, as platforms, i.e., as programmatic trays 
or plateaus.
Magmas and fluctuations, trenches and furrows, dunes and 
basins, etc. describe topomorphic manifestations of a possible 
artificial geography, which is not far removed – in its spatial 
images – from a more natural one.
Fissures, tears, cracks, but also waves and fluctuations both 
refer to irregular distributions created on surfaces of deformation 
and creasing.
We pointed out this “artificial landscape” aspect of the spatial 
devices we are concerned with here: surfaces that are 
essentially fluctuating and scored at the same time.8 
Made up of bundles of ebb and flow, forces and tensions, 
currents and horizons.
It is worth emphasizing the essentially “superficial” nature – 
overlapping or extruded, spread out or curving – of this type of 
ground, which allows for associating them with topographies 
rather than volumes. 
Topographies where folds and pleats, rips and tears, cuts 
and clippings.
This possible pseudo-natural or “naturartificial” character of 
these fundamentally planar and decisively synthetic geographies 

Operativized  as spontaneous playing fields.
10.4. Margherita Spilutini, photographer: Glasgow, 1993. 
10.5. Santi Caleca, photographer: Cairo, 1990. 
10.6. Jordi Bernadó, photographer. Ciutat Meridiana, Barcelona, 1994.
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– because they are artificial, but also because they are 
“condensers” of varying demands – allows for proposing the 
possible operative potential of a new type of “relief”, overlying 
and/or overlapping in and with a pre-existing landscape.

If we imagine the surfaces of the terrain (and the territory) 
like the pavement in certain living rooms, punctuated with 
colorful rugs with different motifs, we can imagine possible 
“architectures” overlapping and/or sliding on the landscape, 
conceived as virtual programmatic matting: mats of uses.
“Thick” ground, “dense” ground, “solid” ground, above open 
receptive grounds.  Lands in lands.

The exploration of the surface of the ground appears, then, as the 
most paradigmatic component of this possible topomorphic 
order, which, in effect, is not far removed from the topological.
The enormous interest in a possible instrumentalized landscape, 
so common in contemporary architectural discussion, in fact 
constitutes an unequivocal sign of a progressive distrust of the 
classic relationships between building (as a dominant volume) 
and ground (as a solid foundation); i.e., toward the conventional 
definition of ground as a mere supportive, fixed, limited, stable 
and homogeneous “base”.9  
To paraphrase some of the reflections expressed in the mid-
1990s by Alejandro Zaera,10 the term landscape was interesting 
then, understood in a broader sense: as a category for a 
possible – topographic and topological – operative system and 
not as a category for a “non-built” medium; an “active platform” 
rather than an “inherent location”. 

10.7. Actar Arquitectura (Gausa-Gelpí-Pérez-Raveau-Santos): Operative Topographies (1998-
2000).
10.8.Diagram/ideogram for the new Mallorca fairground, 1999.
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III. Reformulating the Ground: Work by F.O.A.

It was most probably the paradigmatic research and reflections 
undertaken by the F.O.A. (Foreign Office Architects) team, led by 
Alejandro Zaera and Farshid Moussavi, which delved most 
rigorously into the potential of working with the ground, understood 
as an operative device and not an isolated location. 
In their text, “Reformulating the Ground”11 Zaera and Moussavi 
proposed:

“While a figure only exists within a background field, an architecture is always 
framed by the ground it occupies: it is the ground in its broader sense that 
allows us to recognise the traits of architecture as a figure.” 
“But our surface projects, rather than the absence of the ground, are about 
its redefinition, and about the construction of a series of techniques: a new 
discipline of the ground. [...] The ambiguity between the surface and the space, 
between the two-dimensional and the three-dimensional is perhaps one of the 
constants in these projects. [...] A second strategy is the ambiguity between 
the ground and the envelope. Rather than addressing the two elements in the 
classical opposition, we explore the indetermination between them.”

Architecture is no longer presented as a functionally “active” 
vertical volumetric entity that is built above a flat surface, the 
ground, which is horizontal and essentially “passive”. 
On the contrary, the ground becomes a (re)active surface: a plane 
built as a landscape in transformation from which architecture 
“emerges” – “appears” and/or “reappears” – as an unpredictable 
and fluctuating figure.

10.9. FOA: Yokohama Ferry Terminal competition, 1996. Model.
10.10. Manta ray gills. 
10.11. Diagram of a solenoid (in  no. 212, 1996).
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It is in this sense that we use the term ground (landscape 
and topography) as the potential for a possible operative 
system and not as a category for a defined context. A (virtually 
dynamic) “situation”, rather than and (implicitly static) “site”.

Understood as laminar and/or surface structures, defined by 
“families” of folds, in overlapping sheets, or as trajectories of 
fluctuation, of ebb and flow, many of the “active grounds” defined 
by F.O.A. in their day referred to a systematic generation of form 
conceived based on the elastic deformation of surfaces, similarly 
to what happen in certain organic structures related to the 
exchange of fluids. 
This possible work with fluctuating membranes, which – as in 
the case of certain gilled organisms – pull open or fold in 
strategic points (through cuts, cracks or gills), demonstrates the 
system’s capacity for topological deformation, which aids in the 
processing of dynamic flows, based on local expansion or 
elongation, folding or refolding, of the overall structure. 
The characteristics of this “new ground” can be summarized in 
the fundamentally “operative” and “(re)active” (relational and 
active) condition of such structures. 
The can be defined based on the contemporary – Deleuzian – 
use of the word plateau: “platform”, but also “tray” (or “mesa”), 
which maintains a closer relationship with the concept of an 
operative system – or milieu – than with the classic acception 
of “base”. 
Like the “mille-feuilles” platforms proposed by Deleuze, this 
operative ground can, in fact, be considered as a multi-layered 
structure, which induces flow.12 
Solenoids, in the authors’ terms, with the potential to drive and 
intensify contemporary urban energy.

Reliefs between scales in the initial structural device for the Yokohama terminal. 
10.12. Lorenz Attractor // 10.12. Branching “pulmonary” framework generated by fractal 
self-similarity (MANDELBROT: )
10.13, 10.14 and 10.15. FOA: , 1996. Building component, perspective section, basic 
section and variations. 
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Platforms that are like built ground on the ground itself – in 
a more “geostrategic” sense than a “metaphoric” one – and 
also mechanisms, with a driving and generative efficiency, 
ambiguously developed between the public and the private, 
the geographic and the architectural.

The paradigmatic design for the Yokohama Ferry Terminal (1995) 
perfectly illustrates this desire for mediation between material 
and flow. The concept of ni-wa-minato – the proposal motto – 
suggests this intermediate vocation between garden and port, 
and it demonstrates the cross-bred nature of the proposal 
mechanism: a “mineralized” fluid on top of a liquid fluid.13

An artificial landscape on top of a natural landscape.
A linking artefact, a transfer, like a transportation interchange but 
also like and unexpected “intersection”, between open space 
and a dense and functional void. 
Between landscape, architecture and flow (surface, volume and line). 
A hybrid device, generated between the system of the city’s 
public spaces and the management of the flow of passengers.
The proposal is essentially defined as one more ground in the 
city, which is “connected” to it – with hardly any interruptions; 
but it also accepts the condition of circuit and knot as a 
crossroad, which channels and catalyzes movements and 
exchange: a large folded and continuous surface that is 
transformed into “infrastructure” and “landscape” at the same 
time, with the potential to “convey”, “vectorize” and “manipulate” 
the maritime and urban tensions of the place, which are 
intentionally “a-territorialized”, or better yet, “trans-territorialized”. 

This dispositif is especially glocal, capable of referring to 
abstract logics of configuration (the generative system itself) and 
to generic situations in the city (voids) while also “vibrating” – 
entering into a non-transferrable resonance and synergy with the 
place, as a specific “field” of forces.
In this sense, it is interesting to highlight the investigation of the 
concept of “scalar relief”, which is collected and tested by the 
structural device initially proposed for Yokohama: between the 
prototype of the structural component, the basic section (and its 
subsequent sequence of fluctuations) and even the organization 
in plan, we can see the same multi-layered “logic of folds”, which 
is used recursively in this constant scalar leap between the local 
and the global sphere.
While the conceptual precision and the explicit definition of the 
proposal made the design for Yokohama into a contemporary 
icon (and a reference point in the investigation of a continuous 
ground surface, the generation of complex geometries, and the 
notion of a “dynamic field”), it was a different project – the 
restructuring of the surroundings of the Myeongdong cathedral 
(Seoul, 1995)14 – which let F.O.A. show the “reactive” capacity of 
the device with more programmatic intentionality – now 
“infiltrated” within the structure of the city itself –by using a 
double mechanism of incorporation and expansion of the urban 
activities inside and the extension or prolongation of the 
adjoining public space on the building’s roof. 
A magma that is both relational and infrastructural at the same time. 
Both in the case of Yokohama and Myeongdong, the intervention 
extends out to the limits of the available territory, such that object 

10.16. F.O.A. (Foreign Office 
Architects; Zaera-Moussavi): 
Yokohama Ferry Terminal 
competition, 1996.
(Project development)
Structural plan as a topographic 
plateau.
10.17. Magnetic field.
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F.O.A. (Zaera-Moussavi): Yokohama Ferry Terminal competition, 1996.
10.18. View of the proposal, general plans of the project and view of the initial stages 
(Jordi Bernadó, photographer, in E. BRU: , Barcelona, 1997). 
F.O.A. (Zaera-Moussavi): Surroundings of the Myeongdong cathedral (Seoul, 1995). 
10.19. Overview. Site plan and general details.
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and frame, “figure and ground” blend together again, giving the 
project its characteristic fluid image:15

“A type of foam appears to flow out of the cathedral and extend around it, 
invading, flush with the ground, part of the urban fabric.”

It is revealing to compare the Seoul project with the 
aforementioned project by Candilis, Josic and Woods for Frankfurt 
(see the previous chapter): in the Seoul proposal, the mat concept 
definitively loses its simply “terminological” category, becoming a 
truly “woven” ground, receptive to variable activities. 
The idea is no longer just to propose a “macro” and “supra” 
structural intervention, on top of which experiments with different 
traffic patterns and routes can be conducted, but rather an “infra” 
structural extension (and reformulation, too) of the city’s surfaces 
that join together and infiltrate the place, resonating with it, 
recording and recognizing new and old relationships between 
different objects based on the definition of a waving and vibrating 
membrane of activity – a “reactant” – which expands and 
contracts between the gaps and “faced with the void”.

“In these three mentioned projects, as in other contemporary ones, the 
concepts which propelled the rupture of the binomial relationship between 
figure-ground or architecture-place, seem to carry themselves to limits 
unimagined beforehand. The limits of the project have been dissolved; the 
building takes root in the city through its flows and activities; the façades 
lose their edge condition by simultaneously being active surfaces, the 
ground plane loses its stratified and parallel organization by including […] 
the oblique line condition, which conveys the spatial continuity.”

Although later investigations by F.O.A. tended to approach to idea 
of folded ground beyond this fundamentally horizontal dimension, 
as flexible platforms of three-dimensional folding and unfolding, 
the projects for Yokohama and Seoul explicitly reveal this initial 
manifestation of the ground or platforms as magmatic and 
programmatic membranes.16 Carpets of use and active 
fluctuations in a localized framework.17

“The question of the frame, the limits of the ground, emerges as one of  
the most characteristic techniques in this new redefinition of the ground.
In other words, as an architectural problem, In Myeong-Dong, for 
example, the strategy was to merge the new ground with the existing 
ground, so that the limits of the object would be unrecognizable. In 
Yokohama, the edges appeared defined by the lineup of the plot, as 
though the project was one piece of a big cake. The problem lies in the 
development of a possible strategy for approaching the limit condition, 
when the design should remain conceptually limitless.”

The contrasted readings of the two projects by F.O.A. and 
O.M.A. for Yokohama allow for comparing the two proposals and 
verifying the efficacy of a shared logic of “multi-layered” 
definition. O.M.A’s elastic platforms explore an avenue for action 
based on the layering of activities and uses, which the later 
project by F.O.A. takes up and makes explicit based on the 
layered management of ground and flows.
We are referring to strategic options and tactical decisions 
combined in specific locations, but, overall, to movements of 
fluctuation, ebb and flow, understood as – and based on – 
localized topomorphic systems, with a virtually evolving 
configuration, conceived from movements of “animation” and 
horizontal “expansion” “of” and “in” space.

10.20. F.O.A.: Azadi multiplex cinema, (Teheran, 1996). Operative section. 
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Bringing these images together lets us compare the two designs for Yokohama, 
by FOA and O.M.A., confirming the same multi-layered dispositional logic which 
informs both proposals. 
10.21. FOA (Foreign Office Architects; Zaera-Moussavi): Ferry terminal project 
(Yokohama, 1996). Details of the model and flow diagram.
10.22 OMA-Rem Koolhaas: Urban restructuring project (Yokohama, 1992). 
Details of the model and diagram of uses. 
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IV. Simulated Topographies/Active topographies/
Liaison topographies

A similar avenue of action was tried out by Kelly Shannon in her 
Simulated Topographies projects,18 where architectural program 
ends up being articulated through the use of carved platforms 
made from inclined planes in movement: fluctuating ground that 
creates singular (definitively “a-tectonic”) landscapes based on 
play – and combinations – between ramps designed to pull 
apart the surfaces, creating strategic filtrations of light.
Here as well, the particular “superficial” manipulation of the 
existing infrastructures generates new spatial readings, which 
challenge conventional interpretations of the ground plane 
through the definitions of new types of mechanisms/landscape 
based on the (inter)relation between the general and the 
specific, the public and the private. 
Spaces of “relation” and spaces of “production”, as the author 
herself points out:19 

“‘Landscape’ is, in these projects, a term that is always ‘metaphorically’ 
present, to the extent that it blends with the existing structure while 
constantly and ‘literally’ renewing it, by working with folded surfaces, 
ramps, sheared planes, etc.”

In Topographical Overpass (Atlanta, 1994), the proposal 
reorganizes two elevated walkways above the interstate in 
Atlanta, creating an urban public landscape. 
The new ground, consisting of geometric folds, directs the 
dynamic of the raised walkway, as well as vehicle traffic, and 
protects certain areas reserved for collective uses.  
This creates what the author calls a “programmatic instability”, 
fostered by the fact that specific zones or typological forms are 
not designated for particular uses (roads and public spaces); the 
proposal creates “platforms to promote urban leisure”, which are 
both flexible, because they can be appropriated, and 
indeterminate, because their definition is open.

In Active Topos (Zeebrugerelland, 1993), the proposal 
approaches the coexistence between a complex and dense 
program – a multiplex movie theater – and its transformation into 
public land, again: landscape, infrastructural topography, urban 
parkland, and leisure complex all at the same time. The system 
forms a surface that is broken up by furrows and peaks, 
organized using a sequence of juxtaposed strips, whose folds, 
breaks and movements allow for directing pedestrian traffic, 
creating a layered topography of reliefs and interstitial cracks, 
proposed as a way to let in light and provide access to the lower 
levels, or as emergent built volumes.20

“Intertwining different three-dimensional elements creates hybridizations: 
programs that are public-private, new-old, global-local, traditional-
innovative and landscape-architecture encounters. The manipulation of 
ground promotes vertical vibrations in horizontal spaces while defining 
new densities and an expanded ‘public sphere’. The topographies shape 
new active areas; the programs and the forms become the foundation for 
spatial and temporal relations; they attract ‘difference’. The flow and ebb of 
spaces and times restructure and renew the landscape with flexibility and 
topographical mobility.” 

10.23. K. Shannon: Topographical Overpass (Atlanta, 1994). Maqueta.
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10.23. K. Shannon: Topographical Overpass (Atlanta, 1994). Model.
Three examples of “build landscapes”, understood as “strong ground”, where building, 
landscape and infrastructure (twinning, mesh, nets and ground, all at once) come 
together in layered weavings, associated with the concept of  proposed by Florian 
Beigel.
10.24. K. Shannon: Mulitplex platforms (Zeebrugerelland, 1993). 
10.25. Claude Parent: ca.1970. Model.
10.26. Florian Beigel: . Electronic matting (Nara, 1996).
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The ambiguous “appearance/disappearance” of the 
architectural object is the result of this “topological action” 
which dissolves figure and ground into a single continuous 
system of inclined planes, like a multiform network, 
juxtaposing different systems of movement (stairs, ramps and 
escalators) in a mesh of circuits and route, on ramps, which 
continually interweave built and unbuilt spaces.

The notion of a built landscape is, again, the underlying 
conceptual foundation for these strategies. Open space – 
associated with the notions of field, fabric or layout – is no 
longer considered to be subordinate to occupied space; rather it 
is a potential that has suddenly been transformed into a virtual 
“printing plate” linked with a “continuous network of 
interchangeable programs”.21

The design of a “strong ground” is the support which lends 
consistency to possible developments in certain semi-natural 
areas of the city. 
Atopical open spaces, with a strong sensory value, can be 
valued and “brought together” using “activity grafts”, 
demonstrated as possible, alternative, “artificial landscapes”, 
contrasted with pseudo-natural or simply residual ones, which 
characterize most “edges”, “margins” or “intersites” in cities.
Both in the case of F.O.A. and in the case of Kelly Shannon, the 
research developed alludes to this fusion – more than an 
articulation – between building, landscape and infrastructure, 
combining the notions of twinning, mesh, knot and ground at the 
same time.
In this sense, the allusion to carpets, mats, and even the 
reference to mat-buildings as meshed fabrics or porous 
weavings is not unwarranted, and it connects with the concept 
of landscape, which Florian Beigel proposes:22

“Buildings the define landspace can be seen as a fabric, a fabric of 
landbuildings or topographical buildings, just as the landscape can be seen 
as a tapestry. In the context of the city such a fabric could take the form of 
urban mats. This fabric is composed of what Alison and Peter Smithson 
called mat buildings. It is a mixed-use horizontal building fabric, a vertical 
compression of use layers, so to speak. […] Exciting possibilities for new 
urban topographies arise that could Intensify and differentiate communal 
space in the city.”

This capacity for topographical “relationships” – liaison – is 
amazingly in tune with many of the proposals tested by Claude 
Parent and Paul Virilio at the beginning of the 1970s. In fact, 
beginning in 1963, Parent and Virilio developed an interesting 
theoretical collaboration on aspects of architecture and urban 
planning, centered on the Espace Group and the Paris-Parallèle 
studio, in collaboration with André Bloc. 
Their work was mainly directed toward researching mechanisms 
based on overlapping and inset planes, broken up volumes and 
inclined surfaces, as an avenue for action to achieve “active functional 
ground” in order to promote visual relationships (“embracing 
horizons”) and links of connection (“transferring actions”).
Their research delved mainly into the concept of mediation: liaison. 
The internal and external relationships between planes refers, in 
turn, to the notions of instability and imbalance taken up by Parent 
and Virilio in their theoretical reflections, contrasted with the 
orthogonal aesthetics and statics commonly associated with the 
Modern movement: 23 

“The oblique begins and never ends; in no place; with no obstacles.”

Their “Villes Ponts” are the most eloquent manifestation of such 
strategies.

They leave behind the straight-line doctrines of the Modern 
Movement – “heavy like structural cages” – as well as Mies and 
his frameworks in steel and concrete, and substitute verticality and 
partition with inclines and accessibility. 
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The different proposals are articulated around varied spatial 
developments materialized in different series based on sets of 
ramps and inclined planes, which emerge from the ground and 
adapt to the specific conditions; because of their oblique angles 
and their ubiquity, they bring together landscape, freedom and 
movement in one dynamic dispositif, which “supports 
contemporary mobility”. The goal of these investigations is an 
architecture that:

“Seems to be in movement, that breaks up the landscape, where your eye 
moves constantly from one place to another”.

Without volumetric interruptions. 
Gliding the spaces over a relational “field”.
The link that is proposed in these studies, in any case, is more 
kinesthetic than infrastructural, more perceptive than connective, 
more abstract than flexible. 
However, the surprisingly daring character of the proposals now 
emerges with renewed interest.

10.27. Claude Parent with Paul Virilio. 
Manifesto-diagrams used to illustrate reflections on 10.28. BRU Eduard: “Vall d’Hebron: A new 
landscape,” no. 193, 1992, p. 48.

“Los proyectos de Miralles, Sunyer y el mío entienden , según las tres dimensiones del espacio y tres 
acciones diferentes, los desniveles del Plan director:
– Miralles escarba en sentido “mar-montaña”, imitando movimientos naturales y animales.
– Sunyer establece fallas, movimientos verticales a medio camino entre lo que es natural y los 
bancales artificiales.
– Yo corto la montaña, en sentido paralelo a mar y montaña, por la acción de las direcciones de 
piezas mecánicas. Son trenes detenidos en su paso que establecen direcciones horizontales sobre 
un plano inclinado”. 
10.28. BRU Eduard: “Vall d´Hebron: nuevo paisaje” en Quaderns nº 193, 1992, p. 48.
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V. Groundscrapers

It might have been the coinciding voices of Eduard Bru and Rem 
Koolhaas at the International Symposium on Contemporary 
European Architecture (Barcelona, 1987) who first pointed out the 
latent quality of the urban void as an “instrumental scenario”, as a 
possible “operative topos”, which could be revitalized with new 
treatments and activities.24 

“Sometimes I pride myself on being the first person to speak of the ‘urban 
void’ as a problem of the present-day city. […]
It is a terminology that has spread, because ‘void’ is almost the last word 
available to describe this kind of space. If we do not wish to occupy this kind 
of residual area with the typical catalogue pieces […], what we must do is 
invent new spaces and new uses. Or, rather than invent them, accept them.”

Both of these intentions were made clear by Eduard Bru himself in 
his design for the Vall d’Hebron Park (OAS, 1992)25, a triangle 
covering 37 hectares, bordered by Barcelona’s second ring road, 
and intended to bring together green areas with sports and leisure 
activities, based on a sequence of platforms to weave together the 
enclosure “adopting” the specificities of the program and 
“adapting” to the contingencies of the terrain. 
The design tries out a possible “(topo)functional colonization of 
the (infra)structural landscape” based on new intervention models 
where the old desire for “composing” and “ordering” space is 
replaced by less “practiced” relationships, which are derived from 
an effective and subtle relationship with the place, founded on 
“soft caresses and strong decisions”.
These actions can organize the terrain using sequential referential 
guidelines, marking routes and defining outlines, highlighting 
certain areas, and camouflaging others; in short, alluding to the 
conductive, connective and perceptive nature of the landscape: a 
horizontal perspective – as opposed to the vertical perspective of 
traditional urban planning planimetrics, where all scales coexist at 
once, from the largest in the foreground to the smallest on 
the horizon. 

10.29. Eduard Bru-OAS: Parc de la Vall d’Hebron (Barcelona, 1992). 
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Landscape, void, open space, then, merely construct 
expressions of the same reality: that of an “open” space that is 
principally “horizontalizing”, understood not as “green areas” 
(landscaped or natural), but as an active (hyper)surface: a 
“modelled” (natural and artificial) platform for uses; an operative 
topography (ground or relief).
In that sense, it is worth mentioning some of the research by 
Martin Price during the same period, touching on the articulating 
potential of topography, which the author called 
“groundscapers”, in reference to certain conceptions that were 
not dissimilar to the ideas Parent and Virilio proposed and that 
round out the author’s work on knots and links, which we 
described in the previous chapter. 
In contrast, the different examples that illustrate another possible 
avenue of topomorphic action propose a stronger connection 
between abstract mechanism and place:26

“An alternative to skyscraping is scraping the ground. A groundscraper is 
a dense horizontal packaging of space which organically anchors to the 
ground. The horizontal composition of forms creates a more comfortable 
feeling by naturally connecting to the land instead of invading the sky 
with overbearing vertical forms.”

In each specific situation, the solution establishes an enveloping 
trajectory based on “sliced profiles” intended to generate a free 
figure, but which is also adapted to the contoured nature of the 
site, with the potential to respond to the basic – and unique – 
conditions of the place using a sequential system.  Some 
examples developed according to these criteria for different 
terrains in La Jolla (California), a rolling landscape of hills and 
valleys, allows for trying out various solutions for mixed-use 
programs (offices, restaurants, hotels, sports facilities, etc.).
In an initial proposal – Groundscraper 1 – the office space 
program is located next to the highway, taking on the form, in plan, 
of a wide and continuous arch, which acts as a visual and acoustic 
screen intended to protect the adjoining residential program, 
which adopts a similar position within the enclosure, encircling a 

large, open-air recreational area. 
Whereas the articulation between both complexes houses specific 
leisure program (restaurants, halls, meeting rooms, commercial 
space, etc.), the topographic profiles that are generated provided 
continuity to the succession of ravines and canyons that are 
characteristic of the place; the concentric buildings define 
“gorges” and the interstitial voids become “valleys”.
A second proposal – Groundscraper 2 – defines a building that 
meanders across a mountainside creating a new “mountain” 
above the valley with its profile. 
The whole does not rise above the existing landscape, providing 
a view where the “summits” are the fundamental purpose. 
As the built volume enters into the terrain, it draws back to create 
an open, linear and central space. 
In both cases, the dispositif is based on dynamic sequences of 
structural planes which reproduce – or resonate with – the 
profiles of the adjoining landscapes. The envelopes of these 
planes creates a new artificial landscape that is “projected” onto 
the former. 

10.30. Martin Price; 
Groundscrapers. Proposals for 
tertiary sector buildings 
(La Jolla, California, 1996).
Groudscraper 1 (below) and 
Groundscraper 2 (above).
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These operations involving “raking” the ground call to mind 
certain movements based on “cutting”, “carving” and/or 
“terracing”, which Eduard Bru cites in his reflections on the Vall 
d’Hebron Park. 
They are operations based on programmatic, and above all 
perceptive, “accord” or “agreement”, which create 
“topomorphies” which are functionally “negotiated”, in that they 
are “harmonized”, and locally “attuned”, because they resonate. 
The theoretical proposal “Dislocation” developed by Katsuhiro 
Isobe for the river banks of the South Axis (Amsterdam, 1995)27 
– in connection with other examples like the design by Herman 
Hertzberger in his urban development plan for Freising (1993)28 
– demonstrates the possibility (encouraged especially in the 
research undertaken at the Dutch Berlage Institut during the 
same period) of proposing a “geomorphic” order defined using 
the reliefs created by the roofs. 
The proposal approaches the transformation of the uninhabited 
edges of the road axes as possible residential land, based on an 
inhabitable topography that acts as both a dense “barrier” (or 
dike) and as a soft “flood plain” (or river bed): a rhythmic 
sequence of rippling bands – like artificial dunes – and 
alternating empty bands allows for housing both residential 
program and open spaces intended for courtyards and individual 
gardens, while maintaining the landscape characteristics of the 
surroundings. 
The whole defines both a visible ground and an invisible (or, 
more aptly, dissolved) architecture on the “shifting” foundation 
that supports it. The use here of a “gill-like” logic, achieved 
through a series of displacements and sliding allows for 
establishing a series of bands and ribbons that weave the 
ground into a vibrating texture, creating a dune-like surface, 
where “dune” is understood as a shifting ripple, pushed along by 
the wind or, in this case, by the shifting movement of the process 
that is generated.

A number of operations based on topographic “raking” 
10.31. Katsuhiro Isobe: Dislocation: Residential complex (Amsterdam, 1993).
10.32. Martin Price; Groundscrapers. Tertiary sector buildings (La Jolla/California, 1996).
10.33. Herman Hertzberger:Development plan for a technology park (Freising, 1993). 
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VI. Ponds, Basins and Pinches:
Francois Roche & DSV &SIE

The issue of a possible “tactical contract” with nature appears 
implicitly in most of the proposals that we are concerned with 
here. It is a recurring theme in contemporary reflection, but it is 
especially remarkable in the initial work by François Roche & 
DSV & SIE29 which, for an extended period, was based on what 
the authors called “dynamics of extraction/transformation” as the 
explicit manifestation of a conceptual intention: 

“To territorialize architecture, so that the site reweaves a social, cultural 
and in effect aesthetic tissue, is to enshrine it in what it was preparing 
to destroy, it is to extract from the landscape, urban or otherwise, the 
substance of a construction… […] Neither historical regression, nor 
modern projections, this attitude affirms itself by that to which it does 
not seek to belong, and so stands out on the razor’s edge, in permanent 
equilibrium. A process renewed in each place, an in situ attitude rather 
than one more aesthetic code. […] But binding the human being to his 
eco-system cannot prevent binding the body to the body of architecture. 
Let there be no mistake, this almost chemical process of reactive mimesis 
is not a simulation of “exquisite corpse”, a visual avatar of disappearance 
and camouflage under and eco-alibi, seed in hand. Its capacity for 
laying hold of a territory without enslaving it has to do with […] the 
ambiguity of the process of extraction/transformation. […] For these 
“hollow” propositions not to add or subtract but to extract, for the goal of 
architecture to be once more to goad the real, as a contorted alterity within 
the territory, it would perhaps be enough for us to displace the origin of 
architecture’s referent in that pre-existing “there is”.

In his text, “Folds” Philippe Rahm30 rounded out these 
considerations, alluding to the movement of superficial folding, 
which is implicit therein:

“When, one April evening on the island of Réunion, François Roche 
wanted to describe his scheme for the gardens of Soweto he showed us the 
back of his hand and pinched the skin between his thumb and forefinger, 
causing an almost erotic relief to appear. Formally, the project was seen 

The issue of a possible “tactical contract” with nature – which is both sensitive and 
perverse at the same time – is taken into account in a pioneering way in the work of 
François Roche & DSV & SIE, based on the capacity for producing an elastic fluctuation/
deformation of the medium in a difficult balance between “extraction and transformation”.
10.34. Roche & DSV &SIE: Folding Topographies (2001).
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as the expression of pressure on a place: a prudently applied force whose 
manifestation is not the destruction but the deformation, the folding, of a 
preexisting territory.”

Most of the team’s proposals investigate this capacity for 
producing an “elastic fluctuation” – or, more aptly, a “deformation/
alteration” of and in the medium – generated by the surface 
manipulation of the (contextual) material substance, creating an 
unexpected (and yet implicitly latent) mutation in the scenario that 
is being addressed.30

In this sense, the design for the Hector Pieterson Memorial 
(Soweto, 1997)32 was proposed as a clear paradigm of surface 
deformation – a morphing of the ground – developed on the 
ambiguous border between architecture and landscape. 
The planned program, a monument – normally a landmark – was 
conceived however, paradoxically, as a simple wave/depression in 
the terrain (disrupting, by way of this “disappearance” the 
traditional “iconic” nature of the monument – meaningful, solemn, 
present – understood as a prominent “construction-totem”, which 
therefore plays a representative role). 
The incorporation of the building underground – in a natural 
depression of the terrain – implies a negation of architectural 
“presence”, making way for a simple precise topographic 
modification, which is symbolic and useful at the same time: a 
mound, a gradual slope and a light relief on the ground. 
This movement articulates the spaces in a commemorative 
2000m2 “monument-museum” dedicated to Peterson – a young 
student who was killed, a symbol of peaceful South African 
resistance – by treating it as a special place, buried beneath 
these new waves in the landscape like a burial mound, an 
“anonymous grave”, which is simply shifted in scale. 
The visible surface is that of a large hummock of bush, which 
takes advantage of local vegetation. 
Only a few skylights and entrances – like small (nearly immaterial) 
transparent glass prisms – emerge from its flanks, from a space 

of interior seclusion and concentration, half-buried, which takes 
advantage of the natural basin in the terrain, folds into it, 
covering itself with vegetation from the surroundings, not to 
camouflage itself, but to resonate with it.
The same team explored the ambiguous contract between an 
unstable and changing nature and a supporting building, in 
different buildings whose common denominator is, precisely, the 
concept of a changeable, organic, image with the ability to bring 
together landscape and architecture, perverting its codes, using 
mechanisms of spatial and/or superficial morphing.
Proposals which explicitly demonstrate many of the central 
questions connected with the issues that interest us here, both 
in terms of a possible fuzzy colonization “in”, “of” – and “with” – 
the medium and in terms of what results from an ambiguous 
relationship of complicity and resonance with a dynamic 
“landscape/field” confined to operations of “localized 
deformation”, a “mirrored image” or a superficial “lining” 
according to the case and the circumstances.

10.35. François Roche & DSV &SIE: Hector Pieterson Memorial (Soweto, 1997). 
Aerial view, a “plant mound” and a “deformed basin” in the terrain.
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VII. Furrows and Trenches

This progressive “dissolution” of the borders between ground, 
landscape and architecture takes on an even more explicit 
character in the projects developed mainly based on the 
manipulation of an “excavated” surface: furrows, trenches, 
“faults” in the ground, which rather than a camouflage – or 
a “desertion”, like a disappearance – propose an effective 
encounter between a supporting terrain and bands of uses 
that are overlapped and embedded in it.

Operations “in the negative” which are interesting – as indicated 
by José Antonio Sosa – due to their extreme condition:33

“Where it’s hard to tell whether what is being proposed is a cut platform, 
where the spatial program is resolved inside, or an experiment focused on 
an interest for the analysis of what is underground.”

It is, in fact, an interest to approach this “excavated space” as an 
“integrated” mechanism (in that it is “merged”) in the medium 
and also “abstract” (because it is “in-visible” and “a-figurative”, 
apparently “de-materialized”), which connects some of those 
intuitions with certain (surprisingly current) examples of common 
habitats in caves or underground which were included in the 
catalog of the MOMA exhibition, Architecture Without 
Architects,34 in 1964 (organized by B. Rudofsky), among which 
we find Honan, the buried Chinese city:

“A negative city, absolute non-monumentality; recessed courtyards and 
a floor of sediments dropped by the wind. “Such land does double duty: 
with dwellings below and fields upstairs.”

Whereas this and other interesting “heterotopic” examples had 
been interpreted as “non-disciplinary” phenomena (as examples, 
Three connected images.
10.36. Honnan, Shansi, Shensi and Kansu. Houses dug in the loess.
10.37. Jacob-MacFarlane. Residential prototype , 1998 (in  no. 220, 1998).
10.38. UN-Studio (Van Berkel & Bos): Villa Wilbrink (Amersfoort, 1992/1994).
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that are “extra-architectural”, to a certain extent) the hypothetical 
operative instrumentation of the ground that we have pointed out 
here allows for approaching the question from the opposite 
perspective, looking at it as a strategic response that is perfectly 
interwoven in architectural logic and which arises from taking 
advantage of certain topomorphic potentials which have 
re-emerged in recent years.
In this sense, the Puzzle house (Bordeaux, 1998) by Jacob-
MacFarlane lets us see an initial and directed example of “working 
in negative”: “presence” and “absence” at the same time, but also 
a combinatory action based on the binomy “ground-plane”, 
“action-camouflage”, “figure-ground” applied to the conventional 
program of a single-family home.35

The house, the entrances and the plant life are all part of the same 
whole, a “milieu” where all of the functions are embedded with 
one another. 
The central design principle, creating an underground space 
articulated around a submerged garden-courtyard, turns the 
house (and the relief it generates) into a piece in a virtual urban 
puzzle where 

“green slopes and planted roofs” serve as the waving mechanisms in a new 
inhabited topography “worthy of a Braque landscape, where right angles 
seem to have been banned”.

An individual mechanism of local embedding, but also a 
mechanism of global generation, where various sizes and 
configurations can be imagined according to conditions of 
program and of place, according to nearly spontaneous 
movement of concentration and expansion.
The use of color, incorporation of vegetation, the treatment of the 
dyed concrete: the natural and artificial spheres are connect and 
interact mutually, perverting the traditional relationship between 
“figure and ground”, but also the usual relationships between 
“outline and subdivision” or between “public and private”.
In this sense, it is worth relating this proposal with the design for 
Villa Wilbrink (1992-1994), developed by UN-Studio (Van Berkel & 

Bos) in the same year, as well as the Atom Heart Mother project 
(Glasgow, 1996) by njiric & njiric submitted to the Europan V 
competition, formulated as other interesting examples of “working 
in negative” in dense ground, approached through a shared action 
of appearance and disappearance based on the binomials 
“presence-absence”, “ground-plane”, “action-camouflage”, “figure-
ground”, “occupation-expansion”, as strategies applied to 
conventional programs for single-family and collective housing.
In the Structural Dyke project (Den Bosch and Schwerin, 1994) by 
njiric & njiric or certain proposals developed by llen Monjen and 
Inge Bobbink36 – Folding (Zuidlaren, 1994), Plug-in (Westergas, 
1993) and Raising (Bolwerk, 1997) – the programmatic quality of 
this perforated, hollowed, clipped and artificialized void is also 
approached by drawing on the conception of a series of torn trays, 
understood as large-scale topomorphic platforms, which are 
overlapped and inserted into the landscape.
Dense ground marked by strategic incisions, rhythmic cuts and 
tears intended to house possible “entrenched” program, creating 
an initial “zero” ground, as a reference (configured as a large 
accessible void), dotted with occasional – and lightweight – 
“protrusions”, intended to guarantee access to the private areas on 
the lower level (sunken courtyards, gardens and recessed squares, 
etc.) and the mixed-use program, located beneath (-3 meters).

These are also layered structures, which base their systematic 
quality on the intermittent arrangement of “furrows” and “faults” 
of varying widths.

The project for Schwerin by njiric & njiric illustrates the 
considerations in a triple framework intended to “decompress” the 
new built volume, densifying certain areas on the edges in section, 
and making others “disappear” under the surface of a large-scale 
torn platform. 
The main goal is the development of this new type of inhabited tray 
understood as a semi-propulsive public membrane37 that also 
articulates the access to the housing and the private gardens 
(located on a lower level, like semi-recessed courtyards) and the 
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new collective space developed in a particular “roof/ground” laid 
out at zero-level elevation. 
The horizontal quality of the landscape, facing a large nearby 
lake, is thus preserved, due to the concentration of most of the 
residential program in the series of high-rises, perpendicular to 
the main intervention site.
The proposal for Meyrin (Europan III, 1994) by the team 
Diacomidis-Dallas-Haritos-Nikodimos-Papandreou38 delves 
emblematically into this line of action – compression/expansion – 
through the concentration of part of the built volume in a series of 
off-center, strategically placed screen-towers, and the 
development of the residential program in three flexible, 
rhythmically sheared trays, which tear the surface of the ground 
and articulate connections, entrances and various developments, 
creating a crystallized landscape of folds and ramps that 
correspond, respectively, to the roofs of a large parking structure, 
a mixed-use space and an area allocated for recessed housing. 
This strategy relies on the geometric application of a spatial module, 
in section, proposed with a slope of 5%, suit to the movement of 
vehicles and pedestrians, as well as adequate parking. 
Contrasted with the “weak urban quality” of Meyrin (a 
prototypical “ville nouvelle” from the 1970s), the proposal sets 

10.39. Proposal for sunken housing. Diacomidis-Dallas-Haritos-Nikodimos-Papandreou: New 
residential landscape, Europan III, (Meyrin, 1994).

10.40. Architecture and Land Art: MichaelHEIZER, Dissipate, 1968 (Black 
Rock Desert, Nevada).
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forth a new kinds of “strong ground”, which is artificial – capable 
of combining open space and functional program: 

“A structured floating terrain: perception, movement, transition, a feeling 
of belonging in the landscape.”

The idea, then, is not to add (or impose) more compact volumes 
in the place, but to promote a new type of “urban landscape” 
which is fuzzy and dissolved in its different manifestations: “an 
inhabited urban park”. 
The project – as highlighted by Iorgos Simeoforidis – one of the 
main theoretical collaborators39 – is revealed as a possible 
strategy for urban renewal in obsolete industrial estates, 
generated through a reappropriation of the infrastructural 
network and vacant open spaces, and their return to the 
ambiguous “public-private” sphere. 
In fact, the proposals by both njiric & njiric and Diacomidis-
Dallas-Haritos-Nikodimos-Papandreou articulate dispositifs in 
the most “tactical” sense of the term: responses to precise 
demands produced using abstract mechanisms rather than 
modeling systems that are transformed into reactive dispositifs, 
which are generic and pinpointed at the same time.

10.41. Bobbin & Monchen: Raising. Multi-use public space (Bolwerk, 1997).
10.42. njiric & njiric. Residential landscape ((Den Bosch and Schwerin, 1994)
10.43. njiric & njiric  (Glasgow, 1996). Diagram
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VIII. Rips, Engravings and Origami 

The proposal for the Walloon Parliament (Namur, 1995) by 
Francis Soler constitutes another example of a strategy based on 
this possible “architecture of absence”, derived from the 
characteristics of the place and the interest in narrative which so 
concerned the author:40

“Art is ever-present among us in the form of absence. […] It is, one sees, 
the notion of the site itself that is transformed. Actually, it’s no longer a 
matter, as in the space of classical representation, of what may foster a 
composite work, or as in the modern town context, of an aleatory space 
set around a now autonomous work. It is, rather the way the site itself 
comes into play. […] The priority is to extend the work beyond itself…to 
isolate an attitude which leads to the identity of the work in a form that is 
paradoxically absent or barely perceptible.”

The solitary iconic presence of the old citadel, atop an empty 
embankment above the convergence of the Sambre and the 
Meuse rivers and the “infilled” nature of the site lead to the 
development of a response based on the sunken construction of 
successive sequences of “full-empty” intended to avoid the 
insertion of new objects into an emblematic landscape through 
the arrangement of a new type of relief, which is manipulated and 
outfitted. The roofs of the “full” spaces make up the “ground” of 
the citadel: a green and thick ground conceived as an 
“engraving” intended to combine programmatic volumes and 
public surfaces, in an operation that is not without poetic 
connotations:

“The new parliament is founded in the very land it is meant to serve.”

In turn, the voids create “garden-courtyards”, located beneath 
the ground level, which let in the daylight and provide contact 
with the outside for each of the enclosures. 
The proposal allows for demonstrating this two-fold, “strategic” 
and “narrating” condition (in addition to “narrative, as the 
expression of a pre-existing “woven” situation) which is present 10.44. Francis Soler: New Walloon Parliament (Namur, 1995). 
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in most of the projects we have mentioned and which was 
pointed out by José Morales with particular acuity:41

“Only from this point of view can say that the surface level is the 
level of depth. The space formed in this interior-exterior, above-
below, is discovered as a result of the interferences between the two… 
Implementing this space, ‘building’ this type of proposal, would be 
‘performing’ architecture”.

To paraphrase Morales, the spaces of architecture and the 
spaces of the place become one and the same.
We might say that this intention is the foundation for the idea of 
dissolving interiors and exteriors, voids and occupation, 
presences and absences; but we might also say that it has led to 
this tendency for landscapes, grounds, roots, outlines and built 
volumes to mutate, to metamorphose and to blend together. 

This duality between “presence” and “absence” also underlies 
various proposals from the same period, such as the designs by 
Soriano-Palacios for Bilbao (Europan IV, 1996) or the ones by 
Actar Arquitectura for Cehegín (Murcia, 1998), Zoo Mar 
(Barcelona, 2000) and Teulada (Alicante, 2000).42 These 
investigations deal with other possible dynamics for occupying 
the ground, which allow for putting geography before building, 
topography before outlines. These proposals are illustrative in 
that they are formulated based on a rejection of traditional – and 
proscriptive – mechanisms for regulating built volumes, and 
highlighting the topological potential inherent in the site. 

Cuts, veins and layers make up new “geomorphic” forms 
(which are irregular in terms of their textures, material and 
colors), understood as “flexible engravings” or “geological 
shifts”, rather than strictly constructive geometries, and where 
pavements, plants, ground, fissures, blocks are combined 
in this new attempt to create engraved, mineralized or 
crystallized landscapes, but which are still associated with 
natural movements.

The rejection of old delineating mechanisms makes way for new topological potential 
in the site.
10.45. Soriano-Palacios Bilbao. Residential geography, Europan 4 (Bilbao,1996)
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“Rather than seeking out regulatory lines […], what we wanted to do was 
to bring out the forms lying beneath the ground level. We have brought to 
light the veins and strata of minerals we are so used to seeing as we […] 
see an opencast mining excavation. These interlarded strata, colours and 
textures of different materials.” 

In short, we are referring to possible “imprints” conceived as 
textures or traces and veins, that are stamped “by pressure or 
percussion” onto the supporting space. 
By extension, there are also “landscape imprints”, like textures or 
reliefs (geographies or topographies, i.e., “operative” carpets or 
grounds) which are stamped – printed – onto a possible         
basic landscape. 
These considerations bring together the idea of an “imprint” with 
that of a “stain on the landscape” understood not just as a 
blemish, spattering, ring or grime, but above all as a “portion of 
ground” that stands out from its surroundings due to a difference 
in material, color or texture. 
“Stains on the landscape”, like singular “polka dots” of activity: 
topographies, platforms, trays, plateaus: grounds or enclaves. 
But also “stains” that are formed by imprinting or stamping, like 
bands or weavings in different colors.
Essentially commensalist surfaces. 
Operative landscapes on top of host landscapes. 
Lands in land, again.

These manipulations of the ground might be interpreted as 
“dualities” in/of the landscape: “ruses” referring to the internal 
folds and refolds of this essentially  (or ) underlying nature. 
Double folds which refer back to the “duplicitous”, i.e., 
manipulative and manipulated, expression; fluctuating 
between landscape and architecture, characteristic of this 
ambiguous superficial condition we referred to earlier.

Work with operative ground conceived based on strategies using folds, wrinkles or paper 
folding. The manipulation of ground and surfaces constructs volume, relief and space.
10.46 Actar Arquitectura: Marine Zoo facilities (Barcelona, 2000) 
10.47. Public space (Cehegín-Murcia, 1998) // 10.48. Active ground (Teulada-Alicante, 2000).
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Doublings, folds, superficial wrinkles, associated in turn with this 
unusual instrumentation of a possible play of manipulations 
which moves between flexible fluctuation, scraping, engraving or 
folding, in which we recognize recollections of old exercises in 
paper folding or origami, as manipulations of the plane. 

Strategies that attempt to build a specific virtual volume based 
on processes of “deformation” and “conformation”, which are 
different from the simple overlapping of more or less identical 
planes or the more or less cubic compression of the object.
Exercises that often refer to a diagonalized space intended to 
connect surfaces and levels based on the junction of folded 
planes and spaces, which attempt to transform the concepts of 
“ground” and “roof” based on the diagonalization which is 
implicit in the possible play of ramps, folds and voids, intended 
to interconnect, extend or adapt, as both surface and volume at 
the same time.43

10.48. and 10.49. Traditional paper-folding exercises. “The traditional crane and the flying 
crane” (in , ed. Muntañola, Barcelona 1925).
10.50. MVRDV. Church in Barendrecht, 1993. Folding process.

15.87.

Projects using operative ground, conceived based on strategies of folding, wrinkling or 
origami. The manipulation of grounds and surfaces creates volume, relief and space.
10.51. Morales-Giles-González: Sports facilities in Las Palmas, Gran Canaria, 2003. 
10.52. R+B. Gerbert d’Orlhac high school. 
10.53. Willy Muller arqs. Cultural center in Santa Eulalia.
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IX. Yin-Yang: Figure/Background, Empty/Full

Where the issue of outlines, between object categories, 
landscapes and voices (referred to earlier) evokes an action 
based on erasing, or blurring the borders and the edges, in order 
to adapt them to vaguer and more fluids forms – flexible surfaces 
that are in complicity with nature yet independent at the same 
time – it also seems to allude to a redefinition of the traditional 
Eastern duality between yin and yang – light and shadow, figure 
and ground – which Iorgos Simeoforidis described so adeptly:44 

“In architectural terms, the yang, the light, could assimilate the exterior 
form, and the yin, the shadows, the content. […] But against this 
centripetal tendency it would be, logically, possible to imagine another 
centrifugal action […] from the interior towards the exterior.”

Whereas, in the disciplinary tradition, it was these gauge lines, 
volumes or outlines which regularly defined the shape of the 
city, today this predominance of form, this “architecture of walls” 
is confronted with another kind of tradition – as Simeoforidis 
pointed out – an “architecture of grounds” which has the potential 
to promote more open and changeable scenarios, movements 
and events, in keeping with its own mutations, far removed from 
the old, closed-off, hermetic and unchangeable figuration of 
conventional form.

Interactions 
10.54: Kazuyo Sejima: Multimedia studio in Gizu (Tokio, 1996).
10.55. Perejaume: , Costa Brava, 1988. 
10.56. Conceptual schematics of the dualities “sea/land” and yin-yang seen as “figure/ground” 
diagrams.
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We are talking about spatial devices that tend toward fading 
silhouettes, vague shapes and a continuous fluidity between 
exterior space and interior space. About architecture proposed 
as and from possible trajectories of feedback between interior 
and exterior; architecture in an ambiguous communion with 
nature through a logic that is conceived, precisely “beyond 
nature”, beyond the common and gradual idea of integration, 
fusion or transition; architecture that is capable of generating 
resonating and flexible spaces which are decidedly “topological” 
in the fluctuating expression of this possible interpenetration 
between figure and ground, empty and full. 
The progressive interdependence to which we are referring here, 
called on to reformulate old “essential” categories of the urban 
sphere (building, landscape, infrastructure) in new dynamics of 
cooperation and synergy – associated, in turn, with the 
interaction between old dualities (natural/artificial, territory/city, 
empty/full) – refers back to mechanisms of encounter, 
interweaving, superposition, overlapping, clipping or folding, 
either standing alone or in combination, where the void no longer 
appears as something residual, but as a fundamental – and 
functional – agent with just as much operative capacity.

Florian Beigel, citing Giorgi Morandi, reminds us that:45

“In suibko, the Japanese technique of ink brush painting, the white, 
unpainted shape on the paper is the most difficult and most important part 
of the painting. […] The space between the bottles is the essence of the 
work, in fact it brings the bottles into being. […] 

As Iorgos Simeoforidos has pointed out, in traditional Far Eastern 
thought there is a notable absence of dichotomies between 
nature and culture, since the environment is considered globally 
(natural space or urban milieu). As opposed to fixed architectural 
models (orders, types, etc.), “Chinese geomancy” foreshadows 
the new rules of the game. On more than one occasion, He 
elaborates on the concepts of yin and yang.46

“If you intuitively sense a certain cultural malaise in Europe and the United 
States, it is because the yang has been allowed to shine too brightly and 
there has not existed an alternative yin. In architectural terms, the yang, the 
light, could assimilate the figure, the volume, the exterior form and the yin, 
the background, the shadow, the content more than the container.”

Interactions 
10.57. Digrams of “figure-ground” interpenetration (archive). 
10.58. Jürgen Mayer H.: Seasonscape, Ascona 2003.
10.59 Max Ernst: , 1962 (fragmento). “[The position of Venus] appears secondary but due to 
the effect of the relief, it positions itself at the front,” (J.A. Sosa in  nº 220, 1997).
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In all the topographic agencies we have analyzed here, it seems 
evident to highlight this desire to join together or mediate 
between “exterior” and “interior”, “nature”, “landscape” and 
“architecture”, “roof” and “ground” in the well-known project by 
Kazuyo Sejima for the Multimedia studio in Gizu (Tokio, 1996).47 
The building – a working laboratory for digital artists – stretches 
out like a “thick carpet” atop a large field of grass, which is 
actually part of a larger green area near the university campus in 
Gizu. On top of this large-scale green layer, the building creates 
a new “layer” – or stain – on the landscape, which is depressed 
or warped with respect to the original level of the terrain. 
Whereas the strict rectangular geometry of the floor plan lays 
out the borders of the intervention, the roof is deformed into a 
slight curve, forming a conoid: a gentle slope that allows for its 
use as an access place, an exhibition space and a stage, but 
which, above all, highlights the condition of an “embedded” 
curved topography that concerns us here: in its subtle 
conception of section, the design is compressed to house the 
program, in a movement of deformation and “warping” which 
displaces the terrain and undermines it.
Here, too, the idea is to lay out a programmatic “mat”, a 
“crushed” volume, in which the building alters its profiles to 
become a small basin or pond inserted into the terrain through 
an “elastic” – i.e., adaptable – treatment of geometry. 
Although the work is apparently shaped on the basis of a purist 
– nearly minimalist – logic, there is an underlying ambiguously 
hybrid nature, a fusion between topography, architecture and 

10.60 y 10.61: Kazuyo Sejima: Multimedia studio in Gizu (Tokio, 1996).
Relationship/fusion with the landscape from different degrees of distance; building cross-section.
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infrastructure (the roof appears as a decontextualized and 
warped section of road or as a mineralized carpet) in a mixture 
between abstract curve and relief, which is not limited by a 
geometric definition, but rather expresses the building’s own 
infratopographical conception.
The project/dispositif refers to other possible “subsystems” in the 
city, but, moreover, it presents itself as an “enclave” (a concept we 
will address in the following section) understood as a folding of the 
terrain, rather than an actual fluid ground. 
In most of the cases we are dealing with, we recognize an abstract – 
nearly conceptual – response which is also adapted to the place:48

“An architecture which imagines itself precisely where landscapes end 
and begin; in those places where we expected the presence of the eternal 
dualities between object and territory, or the other presence; that of the 
interior-exterior. We thus encounter a habitable proposal where it is 
difficult to explain borderline places, the limits or conclusions.”

In this de-objectification or loss of values linked with “reification” 
– the object –which occurred as a consequence of a more 
abstract conceptualization of the milieu, architecture starts down 
a path tied to the awareness of this decidedly contemporary 
“supportive” instability and uncertainty. An ambiguity or impurity 
of “presence” translated into this kind of formal reduction 
resulting from fostering the “topos” from a topological standpoint.

10.62 and 10.63. Operative topographies.
Plot (Bjarke Ingels-Julien de Smedt): Youth center and sailing club, Copenhagen 2004.
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X. Crushing 

The dynamic modeling of the ground (also common in Land Art) 
as a surface vibration and as a flowing magma and the promotion 
of both “shifting” and vibrating sequences – like discontinuous 
layers – or the adaptability of “relief” as flexible “cuts” or 
“breakages”, are recurrent actions to be found in many recent 
architectural designs. 
They are all founded in this hybrid and “topological” relationship 
with the milieu, the consideration of which, as a design premise, 
led to many connections in the past decade, as well as most of 
the architectural proposals in this chapter.
Looking at the result of putting these images together – as 
pointed out by José Antonio Sosa49 – highlights a possible 
common link between them: the special relationship between 
“figure and ground” o between “ground and architecture” which 
runs through them and connects them as a leit-motif.

“[With] its condition of simultaneity on top of the condition of contrast [,] the 
object focussed character so common of previous architecture and art appears 
to have disappeared and this has been substituted by a more extensive and open 
desire to value emptiness (ground, air…) as integral parts of the work, in which the 
aim is to create environments, to preoccupy oneself with the reproductive capacity 
of the ground surfaces and on top of which, the de-territorialization of activities 
and programs…
During the whole classic tradition, the landscape or the site have played, to a 
large or lesser degree, a passive or scenographic and permanent part. This has also 
corresponded to the role played by architecture, which has likewise developed 
this symbol of representation for anything that is stable. Throughout this century 
however, we have assisted in bringing about a progressive number of changes in these 
roles. Firstly, architecture has been losing this stability (in the formal as well as the 
conceptual) in constructing free object, which are disconnected from the ground and 
the place, or in making itself formally unstable, flexible or contingent on its uses and 
in becoming ever more weightless, light and ephemeral. Subsequently, these shifts 
have begun to apply themselves towards a redefinition of the ground.”

10.64. Mountainous formations in folds and faults.
10.65. The impact of craters and localized reliefs and cave dwellings in Anatolia.
10.66.Toyo Ito.“Der Vorhang des 21 Jahrhunderts” the drive of folds and fluctuations 
(in Arch nº 119/120, 1.)
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José Antonio Sosa continues:

“The ground, which until then was a tranquil symbol of the stability and 
apparently unalterable support of human activities, has radically changes 
and not only in the natural and ecological sense. […] The frame in which 
a building finds itself situated today is neither stable nor tectonic; little by 
little the city becomes a paradigm of everything undetermined, the ground 
is the place of monetary appreciation, the system of global production 
disconnects concrete space…, the activities are shifted within their 
territories. Therefore, what sense is there in maintaining the duality of 
figure and background?”

The acknowledgement of a new digital took with the ability to 
simulate trajectories, project systems and process a topological 
deformation of volumes, their extension and/or possible 
crushing, lengthening or folding (not just metaphorically, 
sculpturally or “formally”, but in a precise, matrix-based and/or 
programmed manner) promoted the development of this fertile 
research which explored a virtual, “impure”, territory of the 
encounter between surface and volume.50

Like faces pressed up against the glass, the old prismatic 
containers outlined against the sky were replaced by new 
magmatic forms crushed against the ground; crouched 
forms, where – in a fertile paradox – “the roof of a building 
could end up being its main floor”. As such, we would no 
longer be creating lovely “volumes under the light”, but rather 
“ambiguous landscapes under the sky”. 
Hybrid topographies with the ability to generate their own 
energy and their own self-reproduction. 
Fields inside other fields. Lands in lands.

The new digital tools allow for topologically deforming old volumes, with precision, 
transforming them into landscapes, in the same was that they wrinkle surfaces, 
making them into reliefs. Like faces pressed against the glass, the old prismatic 
containers, outlines against the sky, are replaces by new topographical forms, 
overlapping with the ground.
10.67. Surprise, monster! Advertisement for a sale on photographic material.
10.68. F.O.A.: Yokohama Ferry Terminal competition, 1996. Model.
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XI. Reliefs: Localized “Geographies”

The term reliefs – like explicit emphasized topographies – can 
also be used to identify spatial devices formulated as extrusive 
landscapes – raised areas in the landscape: “landscape 
eruptions within other landscapes” or, in other words, “eruptive 
fields, within other fields”.51

Although, later on, we will touch on the notion of “field” as a 
“synesthetic” milieu, an intersection of forces and information, it 
is worth introducing a possible connection with the idea of an 
enclave as a “distinct territorial...unit enclosed within...
a foreign territory”.52

The horizontal drive of the ground, makes way for a more 
pressing movement of extrusion and/or folding. 
Reliefs or projections, understood as eruptive landscapes, 
translate a “reappearance” of topographical qualities in 
architectural geographies, which are increasingly explicit in their 
“nature” as dispositifs. 

In most cases, we see reliefs configured as artificial 
topomorphies which respond to enclosed dispositions, 
as opposed to expansive systems: to localized folding 
movements – “pleats and/or creases” – intended to house 
concentrated – “enclaved” – programs based on a possible 
– and radicalized – hybridization between landscape and 
architecture, but also between “mesh” and “topography” or 
“circuit” and “fluctuation”.

In fact, the specificity of these enclaves is that they tend to 
promote operations of bastardization between knots (like 
refolding or coiling) and grounds (like folds or platforms) and, in 
this sense, they highlight a certain singularity in the idea of 
dispositif – as a process or a system – that we are 
contemplating here. 

Urban formations of “mountainous” reliefs.
10.69. Pigeon Houses in Mit Gahmr, the Nile delta and cave-dwelling structures in Anatolia, 
Turkey (archive).
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Reliefs, enclaves or folded projections – natural or artificial, but 
also territorial and urban – allude to multiple folds and layers of 
a multicity which is, in turn, made up of extruded surfaced and 
“enclaved” topographies, halfway between the geologic and the 
geographic.
In them, we continue to see this ambiguous treatment of the 
lines of friction, the edges and the borders, between topos and 
tectos, between “figure” and “ground”. Between architecture 
and landscape.
The limits in a topographical nature which, rather than “caging” 
spaces or “subdividing” uses, prefers to “model” activities in a 
fluid milieu, which is “pinched” by the presence of possible 
“accumulator folds”. 
Reliefs as new enclaves, which reveal a concern for colonizing 
the milieu (beyond the old distinctions between buildable areas 
and protected areas) using dispositifs of “densification” and 
“conservation”, at the same time, to formulate this possible 
paradoxical definition of a “landscape” understood as 
“artificial nature”.

These reliefs would be organizations located halfway 
between “buildings” and “geographies”, in which the latter 
“typomorphological” and “topomorphological” condition 
would be most apparent, in that they would be conceived 
manly as concentrated operations of extruded “relief”, rather 
than magmatic mechanisms of expansion (ground).

We still see in them the characteristic parameters of the 
dispositions we described earlier: complex (virtually “open”) 
geometries with a changeable purpose (variation and 
incompleteness), the explicit presence of an ambiguous “empty/
full” relationship (“figure/ground”) and a matrix-like intertwining 
between the parts associated with a flexible conception of 
space and a nature that is “hybrid” by definition, i.e., unique in 
that it is significantly irregular.

Many of the dispositifs illustrated here can be associated with movements of 
topological deformation, resulting from varying forces and demands.
10.70. Reliefs on the surface of a dune. 
10.71. Mwwps of a localized enclave (in  no. 121, 1994).
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XII. Geodesic Forms: Shoei Yoh 

The work done by the Japanese architect Shoei Yoh will help us 
delve into these considerations based on a type of approach that 
connects the topographical resurgence with the idea of “fold” or 
“crease” that we commented on earlier. 
The interest lies in its simplicity: the conception of a series of 
low-cost “reliefs” based on topomorphic geometries derived 
from surfaces of revolution and created using readily available 
materials (reeds, cement, sand, etc.).
This reliefs not only configure possible “prototypes”, but also 
virtual “prototopes” intended to promote combinatory patterns 
that are subject to variations and reinterpretations, not entirely 
different in their appearance from the concrete shells conceived 
by Félix Candela, although in this case they are developed based 
on a flexible deformation and expansion which maximizes their 
topological potential.53 
This refers back to the process of on-site deformation and/or 
elongation of such structures, in relation to the 
construction process. 
Despite their apparent formal continuity, the work by Yoh ties in 
uniquely with the open “dispositifs” proposed within these 
pages: dispositifs intended to break with the old typological 
distribution between form and function, architectural object and 
supporting base, to be shaped as topologies of movement, 
which are more sequential (seried) or more variable (irregular) in 
their evolution and development.
In his Community Center and Nursery School (Naiju, 1993),54 
this type of topological work is supported by a structure that is 
adaptable and economical at the same time: a flexible bamboo 
mesh as a reinterpretation of the local cane frameworks. 
The planar grid is is hung from a temporary post and is later 
unfolded over the intended area, in the same way that a tent is 
set up.

10.72. Cone-shaped relief formed by eruptive lava (Klaus MERKEL:, ed. Lars-Müller Pub., 
Baden 2000). 
10.73 and 10.74. Shoei Yoh: Community Center and Nursery School (Naiju, 1993).
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“The bamboo structure became pliant and netlike and, with the aid of a 
barn fire set within the open structure, the team of architects, constructors 
and community members were able to bend the bamboo into the 
necessary form. The undulating cage-like form was then covered with steel 
mesh and concrete. A temporary post was removed in four weeks. The 
smooth forms of the building now sit within the landscape like a gigantic 
inverted flower.”
In the Community Center in Uchino (1995),55 the complex (senior 
citizen housing and a children’s center at the same time) 
encompasses a complex curved surface. The gridded bamboo 
mesh is deformed until it becomes a surface in three layers and 
directions which is maintained as the finish of the interior face of 
the roof, once it has resisted the tension forces resulting from 
the pouring of the concrete.
The designs by Shoei Yoh express and idea of a formal building 
system that is flexible in its generative logic, which refers back to 
a structural pattern conceived on the basis of the capacity for 
conformation, deformation and adaptation of the geodesic 
meshes, which show variations and modifications in each unit, 
subtly interweaving the distinctions between global system and 
local behavior which interest us in this instance. 
Between the generic structure and specific variations.56 
We could call them reliefs conceived as flexible membranes 
associated with the spatial idea of mesh, as a flexible tessellation 
and a fibrous structure that is resistant, permeable and 
deformable: mesh as a dispositional trajectory, which generated 
“formless” forms between the topographic and the topological.
The surface deformation implicit in this work is not dissimilar to 
the elastic “stretching” movement which François Roche referred 
to through the ideas of “nibbling”, “pinching” or “wrinkling” 
(associated with the capacity for topological deformation of 
membranes or flexible surfaces and which alluded to this 
condition of topomorphic “extraction” or “eruption” in the 
landscape, which the author himself highlighted in some of 
his texts.57

In certain pioneering work by André Bruyère (Hotel Caravelle in 
Guadalupe, 1960; Center for Thalassotherapy in Quiberon, 1967, 
etc.)58 we see the same desire to work with surfaces understood 
as “pinched” “skins”, or ground, characterized by the plasticity of 
free and dynamic forms, build using reinforced concrete shells. 
However, it was perhaps in his investigations of possible 
evolving dispositifs, generated using two cones joined together 
in an “L” shape (which the author himself called “chaussettes”, or 
“socks”) where those intuitions showed the most effectiveness; 
a school, an auditorium, student housing – the mechanism 
adapts to different programs and locations and is altered, 
deformed and adjusted according to the circumstances, 
combining constructive and spatial efficiency with a 
metaphorical landscape quality: that of a small promontory, like a 
localized fold or relief, inserted into the landscape, which so 
interested the author and which recalls the proposals by Roche 
for Soweto that we mentioned earlier.
The still prototypical and slightly rigid geometric structures, 
using shells, by Bruyère – or Candela – make way for new reliefs 
with more ambiguous and fluctuating organizations, in a possible 
synergy with a potential operative landscape.

10.75. The fold on Flo’s hand,  220, 1996.
10.76.  “Deuxième Peau. Les inmatériaux”, Beaubourg 1985. Cutting from an artificial dermis 
(in Roche, DSV & Sie: , ed. HYX, Orléans 1998).
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10.78. Yves Bruyère: La Chaussete, prototype for a polyvalent roof (1951). 
10.79. André Bruyère: Hotel Caravelle (Guadalupe, 1960). General view and floor plans.

10.77. Shoei Yoh: Community Center in Uchino (1995).
Cover view and general plan.
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XIII. Mountains: Peaks, Breaks and Morphologies

The investigation of these possible “pseudonatural form(ul)
ations” and their apparent relationship with the Oriental tradition 
of “geomantics” and natural patterns with a topographic 
configuration refers back to many of the projects proposed by 
Vicente Guallart concerning the morphological structures of 
mountains and their eminently geographic condition:59

“Architecture has traditionally utilized Euclidean geometry, which 
represents pure volumes, definable by the use of equations. […] But 
natural objects like mountains have irregular and fragmentary qualities. 
[…] Software, responsible for the loss of centrality of cities, is the only 
thing which permits us to represent the new reality of this inhabitable 
world. Represented thus, nature is now re-edifiable by man. The world 
is converted, then, in an inhabitable environment, in the city of a          
thousand geographies.”

The experiments by Vicente Guallart were directed toward a 
physical redefinition of this “modeling”, or “complexion” – 
“complexity” and “flexion” – of the ground itself. 
Many of the initial projects were based on this direct 
appropriation of a geography transformed into raw material and 
an instrumental possibility; they were proposals that could 
promote new spatial – and therefore architectural – experiences 
on top of landscapes that were definitively subject to an 
ambiguous, semi-natural condition.
In his House on the City Limits (Valencia, 1995-96)60, this 
awareness of the landscape and its natural elements constitutes 
– and conditions – the embryo of a design that expresses many 
of the author’s future concerns in a forcefully schematic way. 
Based on a basic geometry in plan, the building is organized 
through the superposition of stratified layers of transformation, 

10.80. Vicente Guallart: Peaks and hills: six of the seven highest summits on the planet.  
Images for the House of Seven Summits (Valencia, 1998). 
10.81. House on the City Limits (Valencia, 1995-96)
10.82. House of Seven Summits (La Pobla de Vallbona, Valencia, 1998).
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which demonstrate a specific “nature”, where the uses are 
developed in accordance with a direct reading of the 
building’s section.
The interior space is understood as a large void, outfitted with 
multi-functional objects that sometimes transform the container 
into a large-scale piece of furniture/storage space. 
The design is a “virtual box” transformed into a diagram of 
topological progression: an abstract solid that changes in – and 
with – the landscape, deforming itself directly, breaking up its 
upper profile and transforming it into an artificial “relief-garden”: 
a “summit” that refers to (not very) far-off horizons. 
The spatial device defined in this way responds to a localized 
site, but it is also abstract enough to be understood as a 
“genotype” with the potential to promote hypothetical 
developments based on variation subtypes, where the interaction 
with the context and its natural elements is approached from this 
basic geometry which deforms its gauge to outline the more or 
less subtle or sinuous discontinuity of a virtual artificial relief, 
which resonates with other information in the program and 
the landscape. 
In the House of Seven Summits (Valencia, 1998)61, this possible 
mechanism of “broken progression” is specified in a decidedly 
more radical manner. 
The house is built literally using overlapping layers – strata – 
where the geometry gains in complexity as we move higher in 
section, and the building loses density and/or materiality. 
This creates a progressively complex and irregular order, defined 
using mathematical formulation that range between linear and 
differential and which allow for building the house(s) following a 
notably differential pattern of evolution where the floors overlap 
and are organized following guidelines that are perpendicular to 

It is worth looking at much of the work that has been done concerning the 
morphological structures of mountains as research associated with strategies for the 
physical redefinition of the territory, related to trajectories of geographic “complexion” 
– complexity and flexion. 
10.83 and 10.84. Vicente Guallart. Design for a faceted artificial mountain above a quarry, 
Denia, 2001. Studio images and geological structures from the site. 
10.85. Buckminster Fuller: one of the architect’s characteristic domes for an alternative 
community ( San Francisco, 1968).
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Various analyses of the processes of natural shaping and studies of natural patterns.
10.86. The shape of the dragon. “Geomantic pictogram” (Sophie and Pierre CLEMENT 
and Shin YONG-HAK: Architecture du paysage en Extrême Orient, Paris 1987).
10.87. “Reliefs, coastlines and imaginary continents” (MANDELBROT: “Fractals: Form, 
Chance and Dimension”) 
10.88. Vicente Guallart: The city of a 1000 geographies, 2000 ( no. 217, 1997). 
10.89. Buckminster Fuller: “Study of natural patterns.” (J. KRAUSSE &C. LICHTENSTEIN:  
R. Buckminster Fuller, ed. Lars Muller, Baden 1999).
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that movement.  Whereas the ground floor (living room, kitchen, 
bedrooms) is ordered into parallel bands occupied by functional 
containers (kitchen, stairs, bathrooms), the upper floor is ordered 
perpendicularly to the folds in the roof in order to ensure the 
entrance of enough daylight. 

The system of accessible ramps and terraces defines the 
meeting point with the landscape, but also with another virtual 
“geography” that also includes the house – that of the 
amorphous and changing sky and its clouds, the ultimate 
rhizome – which is “accessible” through the ramps that make up 
the roof or by clambering up/scaling a nearby climbing wall.

“The house is like a representation of the world on a scale of 1:1000.”

Both projects are examples of an investigation that is particularly 
committed to the search for developments in accordance with 
the processes of natural formations; developments directed at 
optimizing la application of the notions of recursiveness, 
resonance and transfer, which are underlying the foundation of 
this analysis and which are linked to the evolving patterns of the 
“geological” structures we are considering here.

“Mountains are concentrations of natural or artificial energy. They are 
a-scalar folds in an extra- or intra-urban ground. They are accumulations 
of matter. Organic or economic. Mountains emerge through a folding 
of sedimentary strata, as the impact of interior forces or as a magmatic 
eruption. A mountain has no beginning or end. Its section helps us 
understand its history. Its near-by and far-off surroundings help us predict 
its future. Mountains are made as a process, more than a purpose-driven 
action. They are made with a fractal geometry, which allows for complex 
relationships between its parts, following a development that is both 
precise and irregular at the same time.”

It is interesting to point out the possible connection between some of 
these projects – and other related work – and Buckminster Fuller’s 
research on structural processes in the 1960s.62 
In all of them we can see an interest in working with basic 
patterns of weaving, profiles or variable perimeters (based on 

bands or meshes) in order to create a-scalar structures with a 
geomorphic, geodesic and, ultimately, geographic configuration. 
In this sense, it is also worth highlighting the shared interest of 
some of these experiments for the processes of natural 
conformation and their connection to the research areas 
associated with the structural study of natural patterns and the 
underlying ideas of structural seed, complex progression, fractal 
– or pseudo-fractal – cartography, recursiveness and relief, 
which are so closely related to Mandelbrot’s proposals.63

Abstract patterns with the potential to tune in with the place – 
through the new “reactive” spatial devices we are concerned 
with here – referring, in turn, to other places, other “situations” 
or generic “conditions” of the city and the territory; expressing 
the abstract “processes” that shape them and the concrete 
processes that demand them.

10.90. Vicente Guallart: House on the City Limits (Valencia, 1995-96). Four strategies for 
manipulating ground. Schematic.
Next page:
10.91 and 10.92. Vicente Guallart. Urban landscapes (HyperCatalonia Project, 2003).
10.93.Actar Arquitectura. Quartier Europe, Fondation Roi Beaudouin (Brussels, 2003).
10.94. Actar Arquitectura: New inhabited landscapes (HyperCatalonia, 2003).
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XIV. Naturfices: Operative Landscapes

“Crests”, like pinnacles or profiles, “hills” like isolated summits, 
“peaks” like crosses between “reliefs” and “emergences”, 
“breaks” and “twists” as uneven movements and “gullies” like 
valleys between rises, create a strange fluctuating vocabulary 
between the geological, the geographical and the geometric – in 
short, the “topographical” – which ultimately allow for describing 
“dispositional silhouettes” and “dispositive relationships” among 
“rampant”, “rough” or “pointed” – information, programs, 
situations and trajectories – with an analogic and considerably 
irregular configuration. 
Trajectories which allude to these “Naturfices” (“Natuficios”), as 
they were labelled by Eduardo Arroyo, as reinforcements of the 
systems for reading and perceiving the surroundings.64 

Reliefs of public and private uses, conceived as virtual “folded 
platforms”: landscapes inserted into the city and the territory, 
which trade the traditional operations based on an “occupation/
colonization” of the ground for operations based on topographic 
substitution, recreating and ambiguous “memory” of nature 
through technical artifice. 
One project that is especially connected to these considerations 
is the design by Eduardo Arroyo and NOMAD for the Auditorium 
in Pamplona (1998).65 

Conceived as a paradigmatic naturficial topography  between 
the city and the adjoining landscape, the changes and 
superficial connections between levels help to create a different 
way of perceiving the city: an “uneven” roof, resulting from the 
intermittent “vibration” of the different inclined planes intended 
to reflect the interior activity, in which the entire organization of 
the building participates, and to configure a large space that is 
relational in section: like a large-scale peaked “plateau”.

Reliefs as “”, in keeping with Eduardo Arroyo’s designation.
10.95 and 10.96. Eduardo Arroyo ( NO. Mad Arquitectura). Auditorium and Convention 
Center(Pamplona, 1998). View of the model. Overview and detail at night. 
10.97. Willy Muller. Proposal for remodeling the old breakwater (Barcelona, 1998).
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A new vision of architecture understood as an (open) “environment” rather than a 
(closed) “object”. The aerial view of two cultural paradigms allows for comparing an 
exchanging action (figure and ground) with a positioning action (figure against ground).
10.98. Abalos-Herreros: Incineration plant, Valdominguez, (Madrid, 1998-2000).
10.99. Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. National Gallery (Berlin, 1967). 
Aerial view with the Berlin Philharmonic in the background.
10.100. Hans Scharoun. Berlin Philharmonic (Berlin, 1967-1968). Floor plan 
10.101 and 10.102. Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. National Gallery. Floor plan.  
(Berlin, 1967) and Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT), cross-section, 1944.
10.103 and 10.104. Abalos-Herreros.  (Bonn, 1997). 
10.105 and 10.106. Aranguren-Gallegos. Benidorm Auditorium, 1995. 
10.107 and 10.108. Eduardo Arroyo (NO. Mad). Pamplona Auditorium, 1998.
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A decisively topographical collective platform, intended to 
articulate various changing visions, with the potential to capture 
and catch “all the richness of the surrounding architecture from 
every time period, each with its own wealth and variety…”:66

“Why does the public space have to occupy just 7,500 m2 when the exterior 
space intended for citizens’ use could be 14,000m2?
Why don’t we understand a building as a continuous leisure space? Today, we 
can understand the stimulant of changes in elevation as a way of perceiving 
the city. An ecological roof can be a vibration in the ground, a reflection of 
the interior activity and the external surroundings […]; a roof as a public 
square that can be accessed through gently inclined planted slopes, in a fluid 
movement that softens the limits between inside and outside.”

The development of this new topomorphic “roof-plaza” organizes 
the main accesses to the building through the combination of 
gently inclined plant-covered planes.
Beneath this large artificial faceted surface, we find layers of 
multiple developments and consistencies. The entire itinerary is 
understood as a path between programmatic folds, through 
different planes and slopes:67

“On the surface the building is mainly planted, except on the vertical 
planes which are made of colourful crystalline formations that shine in 
the sun and transform the topographic movement into the emergence of a 
fractal kaleidoscope of reflective particles.”

The research work by Aranguren-Gallegos, proposed in their 
series of “landscape-auditoriums” (Benidorm, Pamplona, Leon, 
1992-1994)68 and shaped around the possible variations 
generated by the same dispositive pattern of combinatory 
“wrinkling”, can help us see a possible family of “enclaved 
reliefs” which, in more complex programs, can introduce some of 
these possibilities of geographic breakage, coiling and 

10.109, 10.110 and 10.111. Aranguren-Gallegos. Competition for a cultural center 
and auditorium (Benidorm, 1995) // Competition for a cultural center and auditorium 
(Pamplona, 1998). 
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deformation we talked about earlier, although they are defined 
based on a conception that is voluntarily more “defined” and 
less “procedural”.
In all of them, the whole emerges as a hermetic solid concrete 
form, lit and ventilated by different courtyards that tear it and 
shear it at the same time. 
The roof, built in concrete and copper, is folded and bent, which 
gives it a geological form, allows for the eventual circulation of 
water and its use for air conditioning.
The new dispositif accepts – and adopts – a role that is more 
“iconologic” then “iconographic”, which can be formulated 
through varying combinations in different locations and/or 
situations, like “localized” examples of a single generic species. 
In them, the building always appears as a strange stranded rock 
that responds to the city and the landscape, (re)producing a 
typological container and a topographical profile:

“Beneath this play of inclined, broken, shifting planes, the face of the 
building and the framework it influences are molded like a field furrowed 
by its own folds and cuts, in a movement that is fluid, rather than balanced 
or limited.
A slice of horizon in a mega-built urban landscape.”

These proposals, as operative topographies of projection, 
explicitly underscore this condition as a “relief of forces” – “fields 
in fields”...of maneuvers – and its ambivalent relationship with 
the context.
Both in the case of the two houses by Vicente Guallart and the 
auditoriums by Aranguren-Gallegos and Eduardo Arroyo – or in 
other contemporary projects like the proposals by Willy Müller 
for the remodeling of the Barcelona Breakwater (1999), or in the 
competition for the Pamplona Auditorium (1998)69 and especially 
in paradigmatic designs like the ones developed by Actar 
Arquitectura in their Inhabited Landscape proposal (HyCat, 
2003) and the Sociopolis (Valencia, 2003) and Ele(m)mental 
(Madrid, 2004) housing projects – we see this “topo-” and 
“icono-” logical deployment, based on the idea of “programmatic 
reliefs” interpreted as ground that is “displaced” toward the roof, 

as though the building had “broken” its initial basic –abstract –  
geometry vertically, in order to adopt a new code with the 
potential to process information from the surroundings outlined 
using trajectories of variable oscillation, generating unexpected 
enclaves conceived as “operative landscapes”: hybrid 
constructions – or architectures that preserve – or recreate an 
accentuated “landscape” condition, in a “naturficial” way, for 
use, activity and functional effectiveness.
As highlighted by Iñaki Ábalos and Juan Herreros in their 
reflections concerning a possible “technonature” or 
“ecomonumentality”:70

“The work of architects should take advantage of more intense ways 
of describing the contemporary idea of nature, understanding it as an 
eminently cultural construction meant to create a cosmogony and give it a 
physical form.
As working material, an environmental sensitivity is interesting when 
we cross it with its apparent opposite, artificiality, as the raw material for 
creating new paradoxes and new questions […]
In this two-fold movement, from nature to design and from design to 
nature, an “ecomonumental” condition emerges, which has begun to take 
root decisively in the present.”  

Ábalos-Herreros applied these reflections in various projects, 
among which we should highlight the incineration plant in 
Valdominguez (Madrid, 1998) – a technical installation with a 
roof that is “given” to the landscape – and, in a more radical way, 
the aforementioned project for the Architekturforum (Bonn, 
1997) – a mixed-use stacked volume in the form of an urban 
mountain – and their well-known Green House or Grass House 
(Madrid, 2001).
To paraphrase Florian Beigel:71

This new type of “naturfice” or “naturartificial landscape” 
which we see here is a large-scale landform intended to 
propose not just a hybrid fusion between the natural and 
the artificial, but the possibility of a new aesthetic – or 
“iconological” – vision of  the milieu.
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A landform or a landscape that works on different scales (from 
the territorial scale to the urban scale) and which only confirms 
that possibility of proposing a new type of – explicit, rather than 
metaphorical – “architectural landscape”, which always derives 
its motivation from a context that is conceptually broader than 
that of the terrain or the place where it is inserted, without giving 
up on establishing a unique “specificity” in and with them. 

These “tectonics” of the landscape refer to the morphology of 
the ground, the terrain, as a platform that can be modified, again:

 

“In landscape design, the ground is the most important element. Landcape 
designing is ground designing – multiple grounds, suspended ground. 
Landspace is the abstraction of landscape. Landspace is the artificiality of 
land and of nature. […]
If you then look at the design of Rem ºues.”

In this sense, it is also worth noting how Hans Scharoun 
described his design for the Berlin Philharmonic in the brief he 
presented for the competition:72

 “The conception of the building does not start from an aesthetic formula, 
but from the event of the concert. […] The auditorium takes its shape 
from an idea of landscape. It is meant to be a valley at the bottom of 
which the orchestra is placed, surrounded by rising vinyards. To this 
landscape, the ceiling forms a skyscape.”

10.112. Shei Yoh: Topological surface.
10.113. A folded layered surface in the cliffs of Dorset .
10.114. An artificial enclave as an inhabited rocky landscape (in Klaus MERKEL: , 
ed. Lars-Müller Pub., Baden, 2000).
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The images illustrate the hybrid condition of most of the enclaves analyzed here, 
halfway between natural and artificial, horizontal and vertical. Also, the condition of 
“ground that is shifted in height”, toward a roof that becomes a relational landscape. 
Sky and ground at the same time.
10.115 Eduardo Arroyo (NO. Mad Arquitectura): Pamplona Auditorium, 1998.
10.116. Actar Arquitectura. Sociopolis Project, 2003-2004.
10.117. Vicente Guallart. House on the City Limits (Valencia, 1995-96). 
10.118. njiric&njiric. Baumax Shopping Center (Maribor, 1998). 
10.119. MVRDV (Maas-van Rijs-de Vries). Villa VPRO (Utrecht, 1993-1997).
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XV. (Re)folding Devices

A more abstract interpretation of most of these considerations is 
put forth in many of the proposals developed by the architects 
njiric & njiric. 
Their direct diagrammatic responses (as diagnoses which are 
immediately specified in “spatial actions”) generally respond to 
these strategies of fluctuation – “refolding” or “coiling” of the 
landscape, ultimately a fold – which we have pointed out all 
throughout this chapter and which could be intuited, in a very 
incipient stage, in their proposal “Folding” (Glasgow, 1996),73 
where they tried out a possible “atomized order” (related with 
processes of light and low density colonization of the territory) 
generated through a system of enclaves conceived as “small 
artificial deformed basins” inserted in a host landscape (a 
variation on the idea of commensalism). 

The natural landscape appears as an open and unambiguous 
space, hardly modified – unsubdivided – that has only been 
appropriated through slight, low-density, reliefs “adapted” to 
the terrain (through delicate work in section) configured as 
artificial “layers” overlapped and slid across the landscape 
that houses them.

In the Baumax shopping center (Maribor, 1997-1999)74 the urban 
concept inverts the traditional “figure-ground”, “object-ground” 
relationship of large-scale hypermarkets and suburban shopping 
centers, promoting the movement of traffic through a large 
access ramp, which articulates a strange “regular magma”, in 
plan, above la “irregular shape” of the plot. 
The roof also becomes a complex topography of ramps and 
counter-ramps, developed over a virtual “basic box”; an image 
that is reinforced by the green treatment of the roof, conceived 
as a new ground that is raised and accessible. 
The paradigmatic approach of the shopping center reinterpreted 
from its essential condition as a junction of flows is combined 
with the idea of relief, creating this hybrid situation of a localized 

and coiled enclave, which we mentioned earlier.
This progressive “decoding” of the “landscape” morphology is 
taken even further in the case of the Hortus Sanitatis university 
building (1997).75 
The proposal is conceived as a “compressed landscape” (a 
virtual “compression” and “extension” – direct, compact and 
interiorized – of the neighboring botanical garden): the building 
is folded into the park and signals a “passage”, a landscape and 
an urban setting. 
An irregular relief in a regular enclave that is crossed by “routes” 
and paths:

“The ‘every day’ route as the shortest and most efficient path for professors 
and students; the ‘belle vue’ route for visitors. The ‘public’ route as an open 
path through the house; the ‘homeopathic’ route as an itinerary through 
the botanical hanging gardens.”

The building is the result of the logical rolling of all these 
landscapes and roads “wound up and condensed” into an 
abstract transparent box, which reveals a strange vegetation 
made up of trees and plants that are arranged randomly in its 
interior and where the façade appears as a strange transparent 
skin between the interior “natuficio” and the exterior nature.
The Hortus Sanitatus Building summarized many of the 
investigations we have presented here in emerging as an 
analysis of flows, linings and folds, but also as a hybrid operation 
that relies on an architecture of flexible envelopes, skins and 
membranes (folded, refolded or, in this case, unfolded), which 
have the potential to “intersect”, to “bend” and to be “engraved” 
with events. 

10.120. njiric&njiric: Baumax Shopping Center (Maribor, 1998). Diagram-refolding concept.
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The intentional use of the “ideogram” as an abstract “programmer” 
allows from “compressing” the design strategy, in this sense, 
approaching it from beyond a purely architectural or 
“territorial” scale. 
The importance of the diagram as a “basic decision map” is 
especially revealing in a proposal that is meant to be operational and 
conceptual at the same time, as we see the operation of “wrapping” 
between the building and the landscape in a similar way to what was 
put forward in the residential proposals for Glasgow (like a based 
equation of “emergence” and “disappearance” on the terrain) or in 
the large-scale operations for Maribor (based on the restructuring 
effect of two juxtaposed landscape “pods”). 
In most cases, the “cross-section” expresses the articulating 
capability of the proposed dispositif, like a scanner of the process 
itself. Whereas in Hortus, the strategy takes on a more abstract and 
virtual character, in BAUMAX it reveals its more explicit appearance: 
that of a relief that is both artificial and effective – a contemporary 
“econature” that is decisively bold in its expression.76

“There has been some talk about architecture conceived as “folded 
architecture”. It is architecture that proposes an envelope, but which also 
unfolds, refolds, retracts to extend again. Architecture that displays the interior 
in a permanent exchange with the exterior. Envelope made interior. Once 
inside, we find ourselves in a continuous interior, or in an extendable exterior, 
according to how we look at it.”   

In many of these proposals, there is a literal desire to capture the 
significance of a city that is necessarily hybrid, ambivalent, where it 
is difficult to classify spaces, “architecture that, sometimes, seems 
like a real tautology of itself.”77

XVI. Compressed Landscapes, Stacked Landscapes

10.120. njiric&njiric: Baumax Shopping Center (Maribor, 1998). Cross-section.
10.121. njiric&njiric: Baumax Shopping Center (Maribor, 1998).  Initial model. 
10.122 to 10.123. njiric&njiric: “Hortus Sanitatis” university building(Zagreb, 1997). 
Elevation and cross-section.
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In this sense, we could extrapolate – and maximize – the 
previous approaches and relate them to a very unique case: 
the Villa V.P.R.O (Utrecht, 1993-1997) by MVRDV (Maas-van 
Rijs-de Vries).78 

Here it is also worth pointing out an unexpected enclave 
that is conceived as a compressed relief and a functional 
fluctuation at the same time. 
The design is identified as an effective interface between the 
landscape, the objective date of the program and a simple 
folding mechanism: a “specialized spatiality” with a “semi-
automatic” configuration, in the designers’ words.

The whole can be described using terms like “compression” 
(elimination of paths), “differentiation” (a large number of 
different spaces) and “relationships” (with the surrounding 
landscape and between the landscapes it generates).
Whereas the required “compactness” of the building, which 
results from the regulations, requires proposing a wide and deep 
volume, its “hollowed” conception – plowed through with holes 
and courtyards proposed as bits of landscape absorbed in a 
serpentine shape (sucked or inhaled toward the inside) – 
supports a continuous back-and-forth “between” and “toward” 
grounds, exterior and interior, thus multiplying the presence of an 
“outlined” natural light. 

MVRDV (Maas-van Rijs-de Vries): Villa VPRO (Utrecht, 1993-1997).
The design is conceived as a linking dispositif between the landscape, the objective 
data of the program and a strategic folding movement.
10.123. Interior view // 10.124. Folding mechanism.
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The result is a strange “multi-landscape” office, with an open 
plan, where there are hardly any differences between exterior 
and interior; or they are vague. The old vegetation on the plot is 
transferred to the raised roof, covered with grass, beneath which 
we see an unexpected geological formation made up of 
differentiated layers and floors.
They appear to be interconnected through a wide variety of 
spatial mechanisms that are conceived flexibly: ramps, planes, 
small concrete dunes or folds, etc. 
As pointed out by Roemer van der Toorn:79

“The Situationist drift that aimed to undermine and radicalize the 
dominant culture of consumption and the flexible vagueness of our second 
modernity overlap so “cheerfully” [in the VPRO premises] that it results 
in a new, more open way of working, both individually and collectively. 
It provokes the users to rethink their way of working together and alone. 
[…] The user Is positively invited to install him/herself interactively and in 
a relational way in this folded landscape. […] This building is a synthesis 
of a natural setting and the hectic landscape of information technology all 
over the world.”

The widespread interest in the proposal for the Villa VPRO lies 
precisely in this unusual (and explicit) manifestation of the 
building as a strictly informational landscape, a datascape or 
a “landscape of data” (of information and demands) and as 
a “relaxed” (or “loosened”, i.e., flexible and uninhibited at the 
same time) informal landscape of events.

A bastard cross between heterogeneous nature and synthetic 
artifice, but also a dynamic form(ul)ation, freed from any linguistic 
or compositional predetermination, which is presented as a 
mechanism which is both implacably strategic and poetically 
expressive; it narrates its own generic and specific logic, but it 
also talks about the freedom of information and opinion that is 
characteristic of a society open to interaction – the same 
philosophy pursued by the VPRO organization: an operation in 
“abstract” resonance with the global surroundings and in 

“sensual” transfer “in” and “beyond” the local context. 
The building is completed by a small adjoining pavilion, a thick 
ground for auxiliary services (like a virtually “unbuilt” “built” area).
This annex ensures an effective link with the nearby park, in that 
it is proposed as a tunnel, on the roof of which the space 
continues (“neutralizing the threat of future built volumes which 
might disturb this green space”); a thick ground intended to 
complete this hybrid operation of topographical variation and 
reinterpretation between “interior” and “exterior”, “nature” and 
“artifice”, “construction” and “landscape”, which is taken to an 
extreme, later, in the same team’s proposal for the pavilion of 
stacked gardens (“a piled-up nature”) designed for the 2000 
World’s Fair in Hannover80 or the more recent and literal proposal 
for the new headquarters of the Swedish Postal Service, Silicon 
Hill (Stockholm, 2000). 
We could compare the “compressed landscape” of the Villa 
VPRO with the “stacked nature” of the Hannover pavilion or the 
exaltation of this preserved/modified landscape that is implicit in 
the “infiltrated” relief of the Swedish project, and consider them 
as extensions of the same hybridizing and unprejudiced logic, 
intended to instrumentalize the multiple imagery of the natural 
sphere – as a symbol – while also highlighting the irregular, 
heterogeneous and, ultimately, artificial “nature” of the 
contemporary geo-urban scenario:

MVRDV (Maas-van Rijs-de Vries): Villa VPRO (Utrecht, 1993-1997).
10.125. Exterior support building
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MVRDV (Maas-van Rijs-de Vries): Villa V.P.R.O.Utrecht, 1993-1997.
10.126. through 10.131.: The building as a compressed : different stratified stages/spaces in 
the relation exterior/interior.
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It is interesting to compare the “compressed landscape” of the Villa VPRO with the 
“stacked nature” of the Holland Pavilion for the 2000 World’s Fair in Hannover and to 
consider them as extensions of the same logic based on unprejudiced hybridizing 
between the natural and the artificial.
10.132. MVRDV (Maas-van Rijs-de Vries): Stacked nature.Holland Pavilion for the 2000 
World’s Fair in Hannover.
10.133. MVRDV (Maas-van Rijs-de Vries): Villa VPRO (Utrecht, 1993-1997). 
West, north and east façades as landscapes of relief and refolding.
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10.134. MVRDV (Maas-van Rijs-de Vries): Infiltrated nature. New postal service headquarters 
(Stockholm, 2000). Initial work-ups for the whole and general views.
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“Is it possible to combine increased concentration with higher standards of 
living?And what potential conditions would produce this concentration? 
What role would nature […] play in this concentration?
Would this not mean a ‘new nature’ in both the literal and the 
figurative sense?
[…] There is no need for technology and nature to be mutually exclusive; 
they can actually back each other up. […] And this makes it a symbol of 
communal living: it produces the paradox that an increase in differences 
seems to actually increase points of connection.”

Obviously, this “operative compression” of the landscape can 
easily be related with some of the precursor investigations 
developed by the O.M.A. team throughout the same decade. 
Perhaps one of the first and most suggestive approaches – 
which was still incipient in its intuitions, though it was certainly 
innovative and surprising for the radical “directness” of its 
formulation – was the design for the hotel complex in Agadir 
(Morocco, 1990),81 an enormous parallelepiped intended to 
house a rich universe of landscapes in an unheard-of 
combination.  
The project was proposed as an architectural expression that 
was “negotiated” between the ambitious and large-scale 
program and the beauty of the site. The undulating landscape of 
the desert dunes and the beach are extended in the ground floor 
through internal “hills” and “valleys” that articulate the space and 
house the new convention center, generating an artificial relief of 
basins and plateaus, of domes and rays of light like “a modern 
interpretation of Islamic space”.82

The proposal can be read as a single dispositif divided into two 
parts: a functional roof (a thick “carpet” which houses the hotel 
rooms) and a landscape plinth (a “relief” which articulated the 
large relational public space). 
Both layers shape a strange enclave on the beach, with views of 
the sea, which maximizes their hybrid condition, halfway in 
between the topography and construction, in terms of the 
disposition that is addressed and developed. 

10.135. O.M.A.–Rem Koolhaas: Hotel complex in Agadir (Morocco, 1990). 
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16.91

O.M.A.–Rem Koolhaas: Hotel complex in Agadir (Morocco, 1990).
10.136. Model of the whole, an operative topography with a variable trajectory. 
10.137. Floor plans and cross-sections. From left to right and top to bottom, urban square, 
hotel, convention center and roof level with the casino and royal suite.
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O.M.A.–Rem Koolhaas: Proposal for the Jussieu Library (Paris, 1992).
A possible “topo-programmatic” understanding of landscape is taken to the extreme based 
on the development of (re)folded/(un)folded surface, with the potential to generate density 
without resulting in compactness.
10.138. and 10.139. Views of the model (in  no. 3 1/3, 1992 and  no. 117, 1993). 
10.140. Floor plans. The process of manipulating, folding and unfolding of/between surfaces. 
10.141. Unfolded cross-section. Diagram of itineraries as a spatial trajectory.
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In fact, this idea of a possible “topographical understanding”, 
intuited in Agadir, is carried further – with decidedly radical 
results – in the different proposals for the Jussieu Library 
(1992).83

Conceived based on surfaces that are (re)folded and (un)folded 
simultaneously on top of one another and on the site, and 
expressed as veritable “magic carpets” with the capacity – like in 
layered structures – to “generate density without resulting in 
compactness”, the different developments end up producing 
virtual enclaved landscapes made up of platforms and grounds 
that are piled up and hollowed out, overlapped and interwoven – 
with hardly any closure in and between them – which transform 
the building into the expression of its own dynamic substance: 
concentration and expansion; building and landscape. 

Projects that are proposed based on an implicitly “organic” 
development, like dynamic, continuous and disjunctive, 
trajectories, with a non-linear evolution, that cross through 
layered bundles of nearly horizontal planes, connecting levels 
and spaces via a large “multi-level” ramp, which interweaves 
the different meshes of pillars that are “incidental and random 
in their arrangement”. 
The real paradox, then, is that different unfolded levels end up 
being equal to a single refolded level.

This vertical twist or swirl could be considered a complex and 
paradoxical relief – free and enclosed, unfolded and refolded – 
intended to be colonized (urbanized) by the elements of use and 
storage for the library – furniture, shelving, etc. – which work, in 
this immense landscape, as city buildings in a new a-scalar 
“territory”:

 “The visitor becomes a Baudelairian flâneur, examining and being seduced 
by a world of books connected to the urban setting.”

The project, as an exterior space coiled in an interior, can be 

read from what is grasped in other areas (from the relationship 
between the place and the landscape and its relationship with 
objects and things) that call for architectures which are 
proposed as “landscape episodes” with rousing precedents like 
the Hans Scharoun’s National Library and the Berlin 
Philharmonic or the Chandigarh Palace of Assembly by 
Le Corbusier.84

Enclaves that define a place, where the unexpected events of the 
floor plan are accidents or occurrences created “in” and “from” 
the landscape. 
However, what was still structural and/or spatial research in 
Agadir or Jussieu became direct interaction with information in 
the VPRO building: an immediate response to an objective and 
directed processing of specialized data. 

The idea is not to conceive “buildings like landscapes” but to 
generate landscapes of data (“datascapes”).

From this point of view, architecture begins to respond to 
different kinds of architectural paradigms, based on the 
assumption of this new “nature” that is, indeed, related to the 
landscape, with the “topos”, but also with a flexible strategy that 
is conducive to form (based on the effectiveness of the 
“process-trajectory-object” relationship) and, therefore, with a 
“subjective objectivation” of information – as “infrastructural 
data” – which we will address later on. 

10.142. O.M.A.–Rem Koolhaas: Hotel complex (Agadir, 1990). Cross-section.
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XVII. Loop Landscapes

Three residential designs by UN-Studio (Van Berkel & Bos) let 
us introduce some of these questions in a paradigmatic way. 
They are designs that create synthetic, strategic and 
diagrammatic “folds” in a ground that is modeled and/or 
energized by movements of fluctuation, linkage and looping 
(“coiling” and “knotting” at the same time), as the flexible 
materialization of information that is both global and localized at 
the same time. 
Whereas much of UN-Studio’s investigations are oriented 
explicitly toward the conception of possible complex systems 
which give preference to infrastructural patterns, we are 
interested in highlight the combination between a “matrix-like”, 
topological and fluctuating logic, and this assumption of an 
“instrumentalized landscape” which are both implicit in their 
work based on “localized development and coiling”.
In the pioneering design for the Villa Wilbrink (1992-94), halfway 
between “ground” and “enclave” – inhabited space and open 
space merge together in a combination of floor plans where the 
ramped roof, on the zero level, also becomes a platform for use, 
an operative surface and an abstract “ground”: like a still 
ambiguously “vacant” lot, in the midst of a dense urban 
development. 
The tactical decision of the proposal is derived, largely, from a 
unique situation: the owner’s dislike of gardening. 

Reaching to the edges of the buildable plot, the design 
occupies as much of the terrain as possible. The house is 
the garden.

This disposition of a “thick carpet” decides the occupation of the 
plot and the interior distribution of the dwelling. The entrance is 
created, like a fault line, between two oblique walls which break 

Three residential designs by UN-Studio (Van Berkel & Bos) based on “strategic folds”
10.143. Moebius House (Het Gooi, The Netherlands, 1993-1997) // 10.144. Villa Wilbrink 
(Amersfoort, 1992-1994) // 10.145. Dream House(Düsseldorf, 1995-1996).
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up the ground and provide access to a sunken courtyard, 
articulating the space through a movement of localized “coiling”, 
where innovative materials and conventional materials are 
combined, maximizing the effect of intrigue and spatial ambiguity 
that are highlighted in the design.
In the theoretical proposal Dream House (1995-1996)86, the 
concept from the Villa Wilbrink is taken to the extreme to reach a 
fluid continuity between exterior landscape and interior. 
The traditional zoning – the “interior-exterior” separation, but also 
the “confrontation” of vertical planes and horizontal planes – is 
dissolved through the introduction of a diagonal space (a loop or 
a three-dimensional tie). Functions and “infrastructure” are thus 
organized simultaneously:87

 “The living room extends into the garden and the garden into the living 
room… Stairs become ramps and ramps become landscapes… The floors are 
interpreted as undulating layers, rather than flat surfaces.
The central void appears as an empty eye, around which a multi-layered 
space spins like a mineral whirlpool.”
Obviously, here we can see clear connotations of the idea of a 
flexible mesh, a knot, a loop (or refolding), which we referred to in 
the previous chapter. However (as in the case of the Moebius 
House), what takes priority in this designs is their condition as a 
localized relief, in highlighting their “topographical” nature rather 
than a “matrix-like” characteristic. In this sense, the well-known 
Moebius House (1993-1997)88 works as a large “connecting 

enclave” a “naturartificial” interface between different demands 
from the surroundings; the “spatial loop” conceived in this way 
allows for “traversing” the different episodes of the exterior 
landscape (because it extends as far as possible in the site) like 
a strange wooded circuit: a “path” (a walk) materialized in a 
localized “field” where the geometry of a virtual Moebius strip 
combines program, circulation and structure, without any seams.
The house intertwines uses and diversified situations in a single 
infrastructure: the “diagram of a bull”, doubly coiled, expressed 
the organization of the design around this double interwoven 
path, which articulates situations of relation and independence in 
a flexible contract between two areas and two individual and 
blended universes, which are independent and dependent at the 
same time. The designers themselves highlighted how the 
abstraction of the ideogram allows for instrumentalizing the 
different options in an “operative graphic representation” – the 
Moebius strip, as a nuclear “attractor” – which takes on a space-
time dimension. 
The Moebius model is not translated directly, but it remains 
present conceptually, organizing the program:

 “The idea of two entities running their own trajectories but sharing 
certain moments, possibly also reversing roles at certain points, is extended 
to include the materialization of the building and its construction. The 
structure of movement is transposed to the organization of the two main 
materials used for the house, glass and concrete.”

10.146. UN- Studio: Moebius 
House, floor plan and overview
(Het Gooi, Holanda, 1993-97).
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XVIII. Shifting Fluctuations

Most probably, this “material entanglement” manifested as an 
expression of a direct interaction among information, 
digitalization, landscape and architectural space, took on its 
most radical expression in the two pavilions for the Deltapark 
(Neeltje Jans, 1997) designed by Kas Oosterhuis and NOX, 
respectively, at the end of the 1990s.89

Arranged in an area of dikes on land reclaimed from the sea, with 
natural and artificial dunes, the buildings appear as parts of a 
mechanical wave: a prosthetic dune, a frozen wave, an operative 
fluctuation, ultimately.
This organic metonymy doesn’t only respond to natural 
analogies, but to the ability to mold the architecture through a 
new “genetics of form” based on structural animation, 
processing information and a multiple interaction, produced on 
all levels (with the place, with the medium and with the user).
The Fresh H20 Expo Pavilion project – the fresh water exhibition 
pavilion – responds to an ambitious program conceived beyond 
the static notion of “museum”. 
The space doesn’t “contain” an exhibition – in the traditional 
sense; rather, it combines images and sounds that emerge and 
depend on the movements and actions of the visitors 
themselves. Like inside a wave, the ground, walls and ceiling 
blend together; nothing is horizontal or vertical:

 “Where one is not able to grasp the horizon because there are no 
windows, walking becomes related to falling. At each moment […] you 
are placed on a vector like a skateboarder, relying on your own motor 
system and haptics to keep moving. […] With every step, the body 
receives different information from the building. When the architecture is 
animated, the body will be too – part of the action is already in the form.”

A series of sensors are installed throughout the building, 
connected to three different interactive response systems, a real-
time animation system connected to a series of LCD projectors 
and a sound system intended to create real transformations in 
the interior “atmosphere”.

10.147. Kas Oosterhuis–NOX: Pavilions for the Deltapark (Neeltje Jans, the Netherlands, 
1997). Arranged in a landscape of natural and artificial dunes, the buildings appear as a 
mechanical wave, a prosthetic dune or an operative fluctuation. 
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As Kas Oosterhuis pointed out:90 

“We view the artificial mass that we, humans, create as an extension of 
natural ecology. We no longer think of the ‘artificial’ and the ‘natural’ in 
antithetical terms. We regard the omnipresent artificial world, the global 
synthetic system, as one immense complex organism. Cities, buildings, 
cars, engines, computers, chips; they are all participants in the global 
organism. […] The role of people in this artificial structure is interesting: 
they are the enzymes, the carriers and begetters of information. […] We 
humans are simply the information elements in the system. Which is why 
we get on so well with computers, […] [designing] in the round rather 
than from the ground up. We have done away with the domination of 
platonic volumes.”

In the same way that the interior space is no longer a static 
space, the traditional and simple geometric forms (cube, 
sphere, cylinder and cone) can no longer the basic configuring 
elements of the architecture, from the standpoint of a 
“dynamic protologic”. 
The cube as an exception among irregular polygons, the 
sphere as an exception among drops or fluid lumps, are only 
abstract limitations of possible dynamic formulations.

Computers allow for this (other) possible evolving use of 
information, not just in buildings with “genes for form” but also 
with “genes for information”, which are global and local, social 
and anthropological; for memory, for behavior and for meaning. 
As Lars Spuybroeck (NOX) pointed out:91  

“We are experiencing an extreme liquidizing of the world, of our language, 
of our gender, of our bodies. A situation where everything becomes 
mediated, where all matter and space are fused with their representations 
in media, where all form is fused with Information. We are shifting from 
matter to substance, from solidity to grain and resolution. […] The liquid 

Processes of dematerialisation, environmental interaction and spatial reactivity.
10.148. Blur Pavilion, Diller & Scofidio (Yverdon-Les-Bains, 2002).
10.149. Kas Oosterhuis and NOX: Pavilions for the Deltapark (Neeltje Jans, 1997).
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in architecture not only means generating the geometry of the fluid and 
the turbulent, it also means dissolving all that is solid and crystalline 
in architecture. The fluid merging of action and form, which is called 
‘interaction’ because the point of action lies between object and subject, 
starts out from the orthogonal basis of perception with the horizontality 
of the floor perpendicular to the verticality of the window. By merging 
floor and wall, by merging floor and screen, surface and interface, we will 
leave the mechanistic view of the body for a more plastic, liquid and haptic 
version where action and vision are synthesized.

The water pavilions constitutes a morphogenetic relief, a 
“fluctuating and active” ebb tide that announces a kind of 
architecture that is decoded from the traditional conception of 
space. A literally “reactive” architecture, where the manifestation 
of the building as a dispositif no longer responds only to visual 
and/or virtual, symbolic and/or metaphoric interactions, but also 
to real interactions with the milieu and with the individual.

This hybrid condition, between the real and the virtual, 
underlies the general conception of the pavilion – an 
apparently single object that is, however, diverse; a “hybrid” 
landscape generated by two authors, two bodies, two 
trajectories, two formulations; a fluid enclave and a tactical 
assemblage between different demands that are both 
“dissimilar” and “combinable” at the same time.

Form and space – as virtually dynamic “actions”, “wills” or 
“states” – make way for a “truly”, i.e., “authentically” dynamic 
spatiality – and form; they are variable, changing, ultimately 
interconnected with this other hypothetical process of 
transformation and (inter)change, which accompanies a flexible 
organization that is sensitive to the potential flow of information 
that is processed and directed.

10.150. Rem KOOLHAAS, OMA: Agadir Convention Center, 1990.
Diagrams in “topo-programmatic” serial-sequences of development and transversal section.
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Images of different models as a kaleidoscopic landscape of reliefs and topographies.
10.151. Vicente Guallart: House of Seven Summits (La Pobla de Vallbona, Valencia, 1998).
10.152. Vicente Guallart: House on the City Limits (Valencia, 1995-96). 
10.153. Eduardo Arroyo (NO. Mad Arquitectura): Pamplona Auditorium, 1998.
16.154. Vicente Guallart-Max San Julián: Convention Center (Pamplona, 1998).
10.155. UN–Studio (Van Berkel & Bos):  Villa Wilbrink (Amersfoort, 1992-1994).
10.156. Aranguren-Gallegos: Cultural Center and Auditorium (Benidorm, 1995).
10.157. UN–Studio (Van Berkel & Bos): Moebius House (Het Gooi, 1993-1997).
10.158. Abalos-Herreros: Green House (Madrid, 2000).
10.159. njiric&njiric: Baumax Shopping Center (Maribor, 1998).
10.160. MVRDV: Villa VPRO. Office building and broadcasting center (Utrecht, 1993-1997).
10.161. O.M.A–Rem Koolhaas: Jussieu Library (Paris, 1992).
10.162. Abalos-Herreros: Urban waste treatment plant (Valdemínguez–Madrid, 1998).
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XIX. Intermediate Epilogue

Most of the proposals we have dealt with in the previous chapters 
(8, 9 and 10) have been focused, despite their ambiguous 
iconographic and conceptual nature, on spaces; not objects, but 
“spaces in-between”: spaces for relation and interaction; spaces of 
“resonance” and “transfers”, of crossings and crossroads.
Spaces between physical “fields” and “fields” of information. 
Spaces conceived as “dispositional” (reactive and operative) 
movements: unfolding, refolding or folding. 
Movements with the potential to synthesize information and tune into 
the surroundings. 

Shoots and grafts, meshes and circuits, knits and knots; grounds 
and reliefs; “urban crops” and “matrix-like tessellations”; 
horizontality and topography; “operative landscapes” and 
“datascapes”, different spatial strategies for “sensitive 
approaches and projection” proposes as the initial explorations to 
prompt a new operative – and informational – logic, derived from 
the spatial assumption of complexity and the associated – non-
linear – dynamic and interactive processes.

As pointed out by Alejandro Zaera:92

“At this point in time, occupying a spatial position can be as important as 
maintaining an ideological position was for the avant-garde. If the amount 
of information produced during the era of late capitalism has devalued 
representation as a vehicle for communication, the traditional systems 
of signification or value systems can be replaced by material or spatial 
organizations that serve as the foundation for communication, exchange            
and consensus.”

The design responses we have analyzed here have tried to respond 
in a pioneering and creative way to these challenges, presenting 
themselves as “dispositional strategies”, i.e., as “structural 
mechanisms” and “formalizing systems” at the same time: 
strategies that are characteristic of a transition period, between 
(disciplinary) formations and (transdisciplinary) formulations.

They emerge from a substantive multiplicity and ambivalence, to 
promote more complex spatial processes, with the potential to 
process, organize, structure, formulate and narrate at the 
same time. 
Technical responses, but also cultural ones. 
Capable of tuning into a place and transporting it beyond itself, 
within the framework of processes – and dynamics – that are 
virtually connected to the awareness of a new idea of the city 
which is more complex and multi-scalar, i.e., with the irregular and 
open conditions that characterized the most explicit 
manifestations of our milieu. 
These keys allow us to assert a new desire – that is both more 
dynamic and more interactive – from which to conceive a new 
kind of idea and organization of space; fostering the combination 
of data and (as such) the eventual combination of opposites 
(“empty-full”, “open-closed”, “interior-exterior”, “natural-artificial”, 
etc.); turning complexity and mutation into working material; 
making flexibility and relationships, but also mixtures, impurity and 
hybridization, into rich and effective actions with the potential to 
respond directly, imaginatively and uninhibitedly – without pre-
established codes, models or prejudices – to the demands of a 
new irregular reality that increasingly tends to favor a “qualitative 
contract” – on all levels – between the collective and the 
individual, the open and the unique. 
Between medium and means. 
Means and milieu.

10.150. Progressions of geometric development. 
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